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WASHINGTON

May 9, 1949
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Westpheling:
The President has requested me to send
you his greetings on the occasion of the second
anniversary of the Fulton County News.

Little Boy Takes griln Hanci
And Tells Story of Newspaper
Hitler's Car
Stops At
Derby

By R. PAUL WESTPHELING,
As Told To A News Reporter
Dear Mommie and Daddy:
Remember
the
outstanding
Since both of you are away from home again tonight,—you,
record made by Fulton's Billy
A get-away car that would be oaddy working night and day to get the Scout book out, and you
Joe Forrest, on the football field?
at the Woman's Club to get a good write-up about the
Mommie
far beyond the wildest imaginaWell, looks like its a repeat per"Evening of Music," I suppose the only person left in this family
tion of a prohibition era gangster tc write an anniversary story is me. I'm just a little fellow nearly
formance for him in baseball
I send my own congratulations and best —was in Fulton last week-end.
Billy Joe has joined the Union
nineteen months old, but somehow or another its easy for me to
It was the fantastically ornate write this story. I've heard so much from you two about Fulton.
City Greyhounds as a third
wishes.
(You see, folks, Mommie and Daddy have been in Fulton two
and protective machineof Adolph
baseman and believe it or not,
Hitler. The car stopped at the years this week. We're all youngsters where you are concerned, but
his FIRST performance in proSincerely
yours,
every
day that goes by, we feel we are getting a little bigger. We're
Brown Derby Cafe on the outfessional baseball, his FIRST
skirts of town, and with its driv- just now getting out of the crawling stage (and that goes for me,too)
time up - at bkt, he looks the
CHARLES
G.
ROSS,
but when you stop to think of it, we've come a long way, too).
er Miss Louise Flint was enroute
diamond over, sees the bases
Frankly, and just between us*
Secretary to the President to Nashville to appear in a Lion's fellows,
loaded, and what does he do .. .
I know ..things haven't more there are).
Club benefit there.
hits a grand slam home run.
been too easy. You folks haven't
I found one from Margaret
Hitler's "ghost" car is owned mistreated me at all, when it
Don't you try that when you
by Christopher G. Janus of Chi- comes to food and clothing and Hickey, director of me public
play in Fulton. Billy Joe, we
Wool To Be Handled
Mail Carrier Rules
of
the
cago and weighs five tons. It is the proper diet, but sometimes relations department
might stop rooting for you . . .
a
Same As Last Year
As Seen By The
a Mercedes-Benz Special and its hard for me to understand Ladies Home Journal. She's
though we doubt it. (He also got
was designed largely by der why that Fulton News office good friend of yours, isn't she
two singles and assisted in a
Himself
Man
Hugh E. Garrigan Jr., a diMommie? Here's what she said:
Feuhrer himself.
double play.)
ges all the best things in our
rector of the Carlise County
Janus, president of an import- family. For instance, you've put "Dear Jo:
Although last week was NaWool Growers Association an- tional Rural Mail Carrier's Week export firm in Chicago bought in a new automatic press, (dadApropos to the season the
"I am so glad you let me bit
Gattien
Department of the
nounces that the organization every day should be rural mail the car from the Swedish govern- dy says so he can give faster on this.
(Reference is made bla
ment.
Woman's Club
presented
a
to
the
according
day,
carrier's
printing service), a new proof
will handle the 1949 Wool Clip
the facts and figures sent her
beautiful flower shop last Satmail.
your
of
deliverers
faithful
press, a new router to r.-,ake pret- about the good things of Fulexactly as it did last year. The
urday. Tht rooms of the club
Here's a fel,v things to remember Well Known Lady Wins ty pictures in the paper, a new ton.) Keep up the vood work.
wool must bc tied with paper
were transformed into a flower
in giving him a helping hand:
paper drill to put pretty holes
'And let me kno v whenever
War Bond For Poetry
twine. (The twine and sacks may
garden with many local ladies TENNIS COURT SWAMPED
in paper, lots of new type faces Fulton has a project for Journcarmail
your
left
you
Have
Mrs. Serena Armstrong Elbe secured at the Production
winning prizes for their careful
other
how
many
no
-tellin'
and
al consideration.
Last weekend's ideal weath- Credit Office in Hickman or at rier in a rut?
liott of Mayfield, a sister of
attention to the pretty blossoms.
How about that deep gully in Mrs. Roy Latta of Water Valley things
Harvester
International
FaithfullY
Highlight of the occasion was a er rought out an overflow t h e
That's
you've
the
spent
things
mailbox? Does your has distinguished herself as a
MARGARET
talk made by Mrs. J. E. Fall, Sr., crowd to the Country Club's Company in Fulton). It will be front of your
money on, but it seems to me
spade
to
a
carry
have
to
carrier
newly-reoponed
tennis
court,
repoetess
in
a
spon
recent
contest
delivered to the f3rowder Warewhen she reviewed the gains
April 29, 194r
spring sored by the Memphis Press that both of you are always
the
in
out
himself
dig
ported
club
officials.
house in Fulton on Wednesday,
made by the Garden Departplanning and working late, tryAnd then there was one- ?roma
Early season interest in the May 25 between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. when the g&und is soft? Pre- Scimitar and the American Greet ing to help some club or somement in historical sequence.
that fellow Joe Creason on the
or- ing Card Company.
in
required
driving
is
cision
sport has been at Mich a high The farmer will receive 33c per
done,
so
people
job
get
a
body
Louisville Courier-Journal. He
der to get the proper distance
Mrs. Elliott, who was reared can come to Fultn and see all of
Jane White did it again at peak that the Club is now pre- pound at the time of delivery.
to mailbox. If
said:
window
car
"'•
from
in this community, has been a the nice things we have here.
the Humboldt Strawberry Fes- paring the second court for regThe wool will be trucked to he drives too close he will scrape teacher in
January 25, 1,49
public
schools
for
ival and came away $225 richer ular play, and expects to have it
3
5
I
remember
the
night,
in
March
Lexington for grading and sale a fender; if he doesn't drive close years and
is now a kindergarten 1948, when you both came home "Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
as a result of two prizes she won available by this weekend.
the Kentucky Wool Growers enough he is forced to get out of teacher in
by
Mayfield. She was ain the Horse Show. And speakThe Club offers tennis mem- ' A:ssociation.
_ _
his car in order to place the mail Warded second prize of a $50 war tired but happy, because a fel"Thank you very much for
ing of horses . . . and shows . . berships to the general public
low by the name of Sgt. Nicholcerone
Therefore
your letter of yesterday in
box.
the
in
Jane was among the group who for 50c per person per month:
bond, and chose as her theme son asked you both to help do
An .additional payment will be
attended the Kentucky Derby in quiries should be made on the made next fall when all the wool taispot_ is the right spot.
life's sweetest subject, "mother." something to help the Army re- which you suggested Fulton
would make a good addition to
and she with Ann McDade were grounds.
—H
-0:70-w dots your box stack uget Is Her poem was selected second cruiting here. I hardly got any
has been sold.
our series on various Kentucky
that "certain spot" right or is best from 5800 entries. It waS nOtiee at the table that
among the only ones from aCities
we have foUnd that a
there a deep gulbr which makes written in memory of her moth- Mommie,
round here who placed small
Washingwrote
to
you
the carrier's tires groan every er, who is no longer living, Mary ton to help get trOript, (uld re- town the siae of Fulton looks
the Derby
bets on "Ponder"
winner. Asked how she did it,
time they manage to squeeze Newton Armstrong of
Water member how you talked to Col. much better in pictures after
Most of the winter has past.
she said: "I looked the situation
through?
Valley.
Carltin in Louisville to send so
And early Spring would help
over, studied the various horses,
Mrs. Elliott's poein appears on rnany of them here. Morrunie you
One excellent way to Dna out
us in plugging the tourist trafrealized that "Pondar" ve•as a
about the condition is to get out an inside page.
nearly wrote to everybody to get
fic through Fulton. I shall stop
Calumet Farm entry, so just pat
The rich baritone voice of young and full voices of the High the old jalopy, seat yourself at
that thing started and Daddy you
by to see you and get more inthe money down on the horse" Clifford Shields took the au- School Chorus resounded in the the steering wheel; pretend you
certainly stayed at the office all
teresting facts on Fulton when
dience on "De Glory Road" hall with the warmth of a sum- are your rural carrier and take
one night to work on a program.
we came down."
More laurels are being heap- while the rippling and volumin- mer day, yet to be cooled and a tour of your rural route .. don't
' This year things were harder
ed on the shoulders of Yewell ous piano notes of Mrs. Gus refreshed with the pitter-patter forget to stop at your own box— I
Cordially,
to work out because there was
Harrison and his prize-winning Bard brought the soothing wat- of "Rain" sung by a chorus of and if you feel like cursing you
no Army recruiting office here.
JOE CREASON"
band as they came away from ers of the, Blue Danube to the gifted local matrons.
had better do something about
Announcement was made to- but the Veterans of Foreign
You see, if big magaztnes and
the Humboldt Festival with a club rooms of the Woman's Club
It was an evening of music it!
Wars certainly was grateful for
day
that
second
figure
of
nanewspapers write up Fulton,
first prize onto the shining new on Tuesday night. when Fulton's that covered every phase of life.
tional prominence will join Gen all the calls you made and the then folks will v,-ant to come live
uniforms. Words can't express most gifted musicians paid tri- love and time when Mrs. H. N.
letters you wrote to help them.
Church
Grove
Johnson
Clifton
B.
Cates
in
the
limelight
here and start new businesses.
the appreciation we feel for Me. bute to National Music Week. A Strong told in sweet accent about
Ant speaking of letters, that
at the third annual Obion CounYou
Harrison and the magnificent capacity audience was on hand. romance and Barbara Roberts Plans Big Homecoming
remember that first
typewriter puts me to sleep at
ty
Air
Show
at
Tom
Stewart
Christmas parade in 1947, Daddy,
job he has done, is doing, and
It was an evening replete with brought the freshness of "Mornnight with its tick-ticking of letField
in
HomeUnion
City
vvill
be
May
15,
Sunday.
Sunday
aftwhen
you
and Mr. A. J. Damron,
will do with the Fulton-. High the incomparable elegance that ing" into the room with her gay
coming Day at Johnson Grove :erntion when officials of the ters to folks to have newspapers our linotype operator were Santa
School band.
music gives the Mind and heart, and youthful voice.
and magazines write up things
show
revealed
Rev.
that
pastor,
Church,
the
Baptist
Sen.
Estes
Claus
so
all
the kids could tell
when the excellent violin of Mrs. Mrs. Glynn Bushell, Mrs. Steve
about Fulton. I peeped in the
Little publicized in the Na- David Sundwick rendered its Wiley and Mrs. C. L. Maddox Robert Moore, announced this Kefauver also will be an hon- desk the other day and I found him what they- wanted. It was a
ored guest at the Obion County
shame the daily paper didn't put
tion. but big news in Fulton is sweetest and most lilting tones. did piano numbers in superb week.
these two. (No telling how many
The little ciuntry church, lo- Flying Club-sponsored event.
a word in the paper because they
the fact that Harry and Bess It was an evening when the presentations. It was a good and
Sen. Kefauver will share the
didn't think of the idea.
cated three miles south of Fulton
Truman are the proud parents
njoyable evening.
of nine little off-spring. Quite
Then before I was born, there
Others who turned in stellar will be alive with activity that spotlight with Gen. Cates, a native of Tiptonville and presently
a litter for such well known folks
was the rat campaign. Everyperformances were: Piano se- day from the time the morning
but its true. Harry and Bess are
lections: Ann, Kay and Betty service begins until the singing commandant of the U.S. Marine
body still says what a good thing
Corps, and the Marine Carps
the batam chicken belonging
Bowen: piano preludes by Mari- ends late in the afternoon.
that was. Gosh, there are so
Band;
while
the famous Cole
to a,Ir. and Mrs. Paul Hornbeak.
lyn Shannon; piano-duet
many things you've worked so
Rev. Moore will preach the serby
who are very pleased about the
Misses Ann Latta and Ann Mc- mon at the morning service. Din- Brothers air show will provide
hard on. All those editorials athe
thrills
and
chills
incident
to
The Fulton Co-Operative As- Dade. Mrs. M. W. Haws directed ner will be served on the grounds
new additions. The Hornbeaks,
bout having a County Fair. And
the Trumans and all the kiddies -ociation has recently held its the choral numbers and Mrs. at noon, followed by a program every proper event of its nahow you worked with all tate
ture.
directors meeting, and has made Paul Roper accompanied Mrs. by the Friendly Five Quartet.
Three persons are reported in school folks to get more money
are doing fine, thank you.
A full program of entertain- a serious condition today at bar the school
nlans for pooling lambs for sale. Sundwick's violin solo.
Other quartets have been invitteachers. And the
ment
has
been
pjanned
for
SunThe Association has been pooling
Haws Hospital „ folloying a col- band uniforms. And
ed for the afternoon singing,'Rev.
all
the
day
afternoon,
from
the
first
aplambs for the farmers of this
lision of two automobiles last speeches you made, Mommie, aMoore said.
Homecoming
Sunday
At
pearance
of
the
Memphis
Navicinity for five years and it has
The committee in charge of tional Air Guard squadron na- Wednesday evening--on U. —S. gainst the government taking ov— proven to be a most successful Liberty Baptist Church
Homecoming Day activities, in- tionally-ramous planes at 1:30 to Highway 51 at thea•CrutahfThld er th2 medical profession, and
way to market lambs.
Road around 9:30 p.m7
how many Friday nights Daddy
Homecoming Sunday will be cludes William Earl Long, Virgil the last flip and roll of the Cole
had to feed me, because you,
The injured are:
Liberty
Baptist Patterson, and Wilma Owen. . Brothers' dare-devil aerobatic
There's big things to le
The Association reports that it observed at
Mr. Lee Mackins, 107 Norm In Mommie talked on the radio so
planned for you in the Boy
has paid to the farmers, in its Church on May 22, the Rev. Bob
artists at the end of the afterstreet, Fulton, with a broken hip. people all over Western KenScout Circus on
June 2. five years of operation, over Covington, pastor, reported tonoon.
tucky could know what a good
lay.
Mrs. Lee Mackins wtih a skull
There's the contest to select $100,000.00.
A basket dinner will be servfracture. brain concussion, frac- town we have.
a King and Princess of the
Union
City Golfers
This year the sales will be ed at the church at noon.
Sometimes I wonder in Aly
tured right arm and fractured
Four Rivers and the tremendlittle old bed who you want to
Services will include Sunday
jaw.
ous kiddie parade for Circus held at Davis and Son Stock Pens
Play
Here
Chi
Sunday
at Fulton, Ky. There will be school at 10, worship at 11 and a
see get the biggest, me or FulDay.
L. V. Hollanquist, Jacksonville
An intercity golf match bethree pools: May 17, June 7, and special musical program in the
ton. To tell you the truth I think
Texas, with internal injuries to
tween
the
Country
Club
teams
Get your mamas and dad- June 28.
its a tie. But really I don't mind.
afternoon.
his chest and abdomen.
of
Fulton
and
Union
City
will
dies to enter you in these con- - —
If you see all the wonderful posBasil Danner, son of Mrs. Cas- be a Sunday feature this weekHollanquist
is
reported
to
have
tests and get into the swing.
sie Danner, formerly of Union end at the Fulton Country Club. been a passenger In a local cab, sibilities this town has and waqt
Roy Nethery, Well-Known Peace Officer
to work with everybody to have
City, was acquitted of a manCall 1Varn. Roy Hamhy for
A 15-man team from Union City which collided with the Mack- good things
come our way, then
'.rnounces Today For Sheriff of County
slaughter charge Tuesday morti- will match their
the beauty contest and Louis
prowess a- ins' automobile on the highway.
ing as the second day of the gainst a similar local group, with The cab driver, James Reid, es- I'll grow up real quick and help
Weaks for the kiddie parade.
sheriff's office for several months
sometimes
TO THE VOTERS OF
too.
people say "this
If
May ter mof circuit court got play beginning at 1:30 p.m.
The royalty contest is on May
eaped injury.
and prior to that time was an
is a railroad town, they're all aFULTON COUNTY:
underway at Fulton. The Danner
20 and last day to file for the
employee of the Commonwealth case was
like' then you get mad all over
continued from Monkiddie parade is May 23.
At this time I wish to formally of Kentucky for more than four
again, because I play with all
Red
Garrison
Announces
For
day.
Sheriff;
submit my candidacy to you as years in a neace officer capacity.
the little kids in the block. whose
The
jury
handed
down
the
parents are railroad folks and
Railroad Film Auailable sheriff of Fulton County subject I do not believe in making any verdict of "not guilty" after an Now Chief Deoutv To Present Official
to the wishes of the voters in '^nathy and empty promises in
Frigineers for as long as seven they tell me they wish we could
For Schools, Groups, etc. the
TO THE VOTERS
hour's
deliberation.
Democratic primary August this announcement. An honest
years and served as a master get a lot more good things, so
OF FULTON COUNTY, KY.
Judge E. J. Stahr read the
A motion picture in full color 6, 1949. In submitting my candi- candidate promises to serve the
mechanic and drag line operator. when we grow up we won't have
charge
to
the
jury about 9:30 and
to leave town to find the kind of
I herewith make my announce- I am also an "old
telling the story of railroad prog- dacy I have discussed the matter peiple's interest to the best of
Mengel emress during the past century is with many of my friends and his ability and seek to improve after the arguments of the de- ment for the office of Sheriff of ployee" being in their employ job we like. We all want to stay
fense
and
state
attorney
were Fulton County, Kentucky subj- a
here, but unless a lot of new
available for the use of school, have given the important post conditions as deemed necessary
number of years.
heard, the case was given over
churches, clubs, civic organiza- careful consideration. The office by the wishes of the voters.
ect to the action of the DemoFrom working as a Deputy businesses come here We will
to
the
jury
about
One
10:30.
gunthan
thing I will say though,
a
tions and other groups, according of sheriff is far more
cratic Primary on Saturday, Aug- Sheriff and serving the Grand have to go to some other tovrn
Danner had been held in the ust 6th, 1949.
to H. B. Reaves, of the Illinois carrying position, and I realize and shall never change the stateJuries and Courts, I believe the to find work. Ni
ment
for
importa
tremendous
moment, if elected Fulton county Jail accused of
full well the
Anyway, I hope that next year
Central Railroad at Fulton.
•
I have been a citizen and resi- people of this county want their
sheriff
I
and
proper
shall
to
the
ance attached
discharge the dut- pushing R. R. Cross down a dent of Fulton County for the laws enforced,
will see you both realizing the
both those dealThe film was made
at
the diligent collection of tax funds. ies as dictated by my conscience flight of stairs during an argu• past 25 years and I am now 42 ing
with human rights and prop- ambitions you have for me and
1948 Chicago Railroad Fair. The While giving the proper consid- and shall not be the 'straw boss" ment at the Danner home in Fulyears of age, married and have erty rights. If I am honored by for Fulton. And if some newsmain theme of the picture is eration to the fact that law and of any organized faction.
ton causing Mr. Cross' <Ann sev- three young children.
being selected as your Sheriff, paper makes out like its a sin
the pageant "Wheels a-Rolling" order must be preservea, which
I certainly hope to see each of eral months ago.
to have ambitions for the things
I feel that I am qualified tor
•
t
•
d •
which was attended by
more I feel exceptionally qualified to you before the primary, and
Mrs. Danner and Danner's two the office of Sheriff as I have Sheriff my
and the people you love, you
wholehearted
attenthan a million persons last year. do, I shall give every attention want you to know your vote and sisters both testified that the
served AS Chief Deputy Sheriff tion and to ENFORCE THE just tell them to go peddle that
Running time of the picture is to the efficient adminstration of influence will be gratefully ap- defendant had been committed for the
baloney in Paris .. . or some othpast two years and know LAW.
38 minutes. Boolcings can be the financial matters assigned to preciated
to an insane asylum some years the responsibilities and duties of
er seaport city.
RED GARRISON
made upon requesi to Mr. Reaves me.
Sincerely yours,
ago, and was only released on the office. In the past I have
Your ever loving son.
at Fulton.
ROY NETHERY
request of Mrs. Danner.
I have been a deputy in the
been an employee of thp U. S.
—Pol Adv.
R. PAUL III
••••••••••••••••••••mat.oatar

I a:

Circuit Judge Holland q. Bryan Monday gave Kentucky Utilities Co., until May 19 to file
pleadings in the suit filed by the
local properties to Paducah for
$2,064,109. The sum represents
the estimated value of the utilities system in 1945-46.
The city filed the declaratory
judgment suit, April 29.
"This case," Judge Bryan declared, "is a public matter and it
should. be disposed of at this
term of court. I am willing to
work at night if necessary to
complete the case. I know it vvill
go to the Court of Appeals, and
it should .be on its way as quickly as possible."
K.U.
Attorney
James
G.
Wheeler indicated he will file
an answer if the pleading can be
completed in time. If the answer
is not ready, the pleading may be
a demurrer.
Corporation Council Adrian
Terrell insisted that the case be
docketed for the May civil term
of court, the session that got un-der way Monday. The trial is expected to be before Judge Bryan.
—Paducah Sun-Democrat

THE WHITE HOUSE

C'Evening of Music- is Smash Hit;
Gifted Musick-in Prescnt Program

n 'a
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xted
id at
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.000
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'u n e
ye.

KEFAUVER TO BE
AT UC AIR SHOW

THREE IN SERIOUS
CONDITION AFTER
AUTO COLLISION

CO-OP LAMB POOLS
START HERE MAY 17

'

KIDDIES PLEASE
TAKE NOTE -

JO

.59'
69'
79'
43c

). 6c
49c
15c
19c
25c

b. 3c
>1.29

BASIL DANNER
ACQUITTED OF
MANSLAUGHTER
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THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. Paul and Johanna M. Westpheling
EDITORS and PUBLISHERS
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
3BITUARIES, Card of Thanks, Business Notices and Political Cards
Isarged at the rates specified by advertising department.
Subscription rates radius of 20 miles of Fulton $2.00 a year. Elsewhere $2.50 a year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933 at the post office at
Fulton, Kentucky, under the act of March 3, 1879.
There is . . . nothing that keeps the h.eart young like
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm to some
wsirthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.

Compare ... Comparisons Help!
Appearing locally last week was an editorial entitled,
"What's Good About Fulton," which by stretching the
imagination was to retaliate for our editorial entitled
"What'; the Matter With Fulton.'' If you will remember the
latter editorial, it was as far irom being "criticism" as we
are from the moon. But be that as it may, in its child-like
summation of Fulton's good points the other paper's- editorial was replete with double talk, inconsistency, redundancy and an overdose of the old bromide,—we like it
here, its a good town, we don't want it to change because
its a railroad town and they're all alike.
If the Fulton County News has not impressed upon
you the fact that Ful'on is a good town with tremendous
potentialities, then let us refer you to the Chamber of Commerce files, which contain an article written by the publisher for the Paducah Sun-Democrat. The ar'icle was entitled 'What's Right With Fulton" and believe you us there
are plenty, an enormous amount of, things right with Fulton. We know it, will be cognizant of it, and will utilize the
good points to the "nth" degree.
But there are two sides to everything. There are some
things that can be corrected here with a minimum of effort and we as citizens, voters in this city, and owners of
a Kentucky paper who live in Kentucky are going to join
with the majority of the folks and bring about a solution of
the apparent obstacles.
And Mr. Editorial-writer don't kid yourself about having to live in a railroad town to appreciate it. Railroaders
don't want any apology for their profession. That editorial
we wrote was inspired by, discussed with and planned by
leading railroad people, who want the wheels of progress to
move here as fast as their fastest streamliner and they don't
want any goobly-de-gook about their status in life. They
want a bigger and better town in which to rear their
children and what's more we're going to work with them
to get it. We said WORK WITH THEM really, and not
just say that we are.
They love their city, they love their h.omes, they love
their jobs and while "counting their blessings" they're also
counting their chipS to make bigger stacks of both.
The News is making a thorough survey of Murray,
Paris, Mayfield, Paducah, and other cities to see if their
post-war industries are a result of war,time activity -as
stated in the retaliatory editorial. We don't believe it. We
do believe that their war-time industries were a result of
the same get-up-and-get-at-it as is necessary in any postwar period.
What is meant by "comparisions are not fair?" Comparisions are healthful and make for competition, and bro'her
you can't deny, ever, that competition is not the soul of
business. .Ask the man who has it, he knows. And ask
the man who doesn't have it—he will try mighty hard to
stop lots of new things from getting in his. way.

Preachers To Be Honored
Do you have an especially good preacher? Or do you
know someone else who does? If so, here's a chance to do
that preacher a favor.
The Progressive Farmer and Rev. James W. Sells are
sponsoring a contest to select the 14 best preachers in the
South. Details of the contest are announced in 'he May issue of the magazine. One will be chosen from each of the
following states: Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, West Virginia, Ken-
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At this time we are In communication with the Kentucky
Game and Fish Division on the
possibility of working out further reciprocal agreements. There
will be plenty of publicity when
this conference has been concluded.

Letters To The Editors
Congress of the United States
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.
May 5, 1949
Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Friends:
I understand that on May 15
yoil will celebrate your Second
Anniversary as publishers in
Fulton,. Kentucky. To the many
well wishes I am sure you will
receive I would like to add my
own congratulations and expression of interest and good will.
think you have rendered a
fine community service and I
know you have endeared yourselves in the hearts of the people
of Fulton County. I wish for you
many, many years of continued
success and public service to
your community, your County
and your State.
Sincerely yours,
NOBLE J. GREGORY
The Paducah Sun-Democrat
Paducah, Kentucky
Trlear Jo and Paul:
On behalf of all of us connected with The Sun-Democrat, I
want to congratulate you on your
second anniversary as publishers
of The Fulton County News, and
to wish for you the continued
ticcess you merit with your good
newspaper.
Cordially and sincerely,
JOE LaGORE,
Managing Editor.)

article in regards to some fishermen being fined for exceeding
our creel limit in this State. An
agreement is in force with reference to the use of Kentucky
Thanking you for forwarding
and Tennessee fishing licenses,
the paper, I am,
a large section of Kenfor
Very truly yours,
tuckqyaite
Or Tennessee license must
,,e governed by the laws in the
E. C. TAYLOE, Director
Division of Game and Fish
State in which they are fishing.

CUSTOM-MADE
MEDICINE

KY. CER

When jour doctor writes out a
prescription, he orders, 'custommade' medicine for you. There can
never be anything else 'just as
hood' or 'practically the sante
thing.' It is either exactly as he orders it—or it isn't right.
1Vhen you bring his prescription to us you are assured oi
having it filled just as he specifies.

CITY DRUG COMPANY
C. 11. MeDAN1EL, TOM MADDOX
408 LAKE STREET
PHONES 70, 428

SEE US NO1V FOR
GROWN U.S. 13 CEE
SEED CORN—ALL
READY FOR DELIVI

DEALERS — Ky. Hd,
IMPL. Co., Fulton, Kj
Butts & Sons, Fultor
Bros. Mill., Fulton; Ai
Grocery, Cayce; Picket
ery, Hickman; and Bail
vall, Rives, Tenn.

)
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Copp-194i /949i VC/a,ke,

Division of Game and Fish
Frankfort, Ky.
3lay 5, 1949
7:s 1,,hanna Westpheling,
Editor Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Sir:
By Alice and Me
Your letter of April 30th to
Last Sunday was quite a day surrey (with the fringe on top) Mr. Wallace has been called to
for the Dr. I. H. Reads at their from Brownsville to Ripley, my attention, and I wish to advise that we are having a meethome on- Jefferson street. Be- Tenn to catch an Illinois Cening in the near future with
sides being the day on which we tral train to Fulton.
Mr Tayloe, of the Game and
paid tribute to Mother, it took
They spent their first few day, Fish Department of Tennessee
here
at
the
Knighton
Hotel.
The'
to
determine and straighten out
on an added significance in the
lives of the Reads as this mem- later moved to the John G. Har- the things you speak of in tour
ris boarding house on Carr street art icle.
orable day naarked their fiftieth In 1905 they bought their presThis would have been done .
wedding anniversary. They cele- ent home from Miss Kitty Cook- sooner, but we have been inbrated by opening their lovely sie.
formed by the Tennessee offichome to all their friends and
ials they did not have the au- .
In those days the Doctor was thority to do so until their new
relatives. The home was transformed into a bower of loveli- a very busy man after having. law vvent into effect.
ness, made so by the many beau- hung up his shingle on the old
Sincerely yours,
tiful flowers, which were gifts Meador's Building as a doctor rf
Division of Game and Fish
dentistry, with a degree from For the Director, Earl Wallace
of friends.
Vanderbilt University. He practFRANK PHIPPS
iced dentistry until 1919 then
Chief Cons. Officer
As Alice and I visited around
sold his practice to devote all of
through the spacious rooms,
his time to an automobile busiDepartment of CoaservatIon
chatting with friends, we were
ness he had bought in 1912.
State of Tennessee
htppy to find Miss Mary NebNashville, Tennessee
lett of Nashville who was Mrs.
May 4, 1949
There wouldn't be room in thi.
Read's maid of honor on that far
away day, Two of the brides- column to say all the good things The Fulton Cotinty News
Fulton,
Kentucky
maids were there, too, Miss Hai
, we'd like to say about tbe Reads.
riett Carleton and Mrs. C. G. but then, there's no need for so Gentlemen:
I have received a copy of the
Burton, a sister of the groom, many words. Aist let us say "T,,
know them is to love them.'' News of April 29, and note the
both from Brownsville, Tenn.
May we join the hundreds 31
"Cousin Mary," as all the fam- friends who
called on them Sunily call her, was enjoying the day in
wishing them many more
celebration thoroughly and said years of
happiness, and may
that this golden wedding anni- God's fullest blessings
always b.
versary was hers, too, as their in their hearts and their
lives.
wedding was as near as she had
ever come to marrying. She reCHRISTIAN SCIENCE
KENTUCKY HATCHERY. All Lesthng
called that the bride and her
D. D. 816.1.. Pre. 327 W.it\ SA. Lex Brtrvls
"Mortals and Immortals" is
four attendants were all dressed
in white organdy trimmed with subject of the Lesson-Sermon
valencine lace. It must have been which will be read in all Christian Science churches throughout
beautiful wedding with pretthe v:orld on Sunday, May 15.
ty girls and handsome melt.
Among the citations which
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
There was much discussion, the following from the Bible: "T
when we visited them later, as 7:,`'.1 0 my God, take me not ato the actual time of the wedding. ‘.,..ay in themidst of my days: thy
The Doctor says it occured at years are throughout all generacne o'clock on May 10th and the tion . . . The children of thy
bride says it was at ten o'clock, servants shall continue and their
but anyway, they left, they said speed shall be established before
after the reception, and took a thee." (Ps. 102:24,28.)

HYBRID
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Reasons why
YOU shouhi OWTI an

ALL-CROP Harvester

SUMMEN

1Vinter's over Most cars I
transmission and rear axl,
factory -specified chart sto
WON'T YOU DRIVE IN,

Phone 9193 for Pic
We handle GOO
Your Patronage

1. Be ready the day your crop Is ready.
2. If a storm strikes, save down, lodged grain before
It Is lost.
3. There's no binding, sweaty shocking or threshing.
4. Low first cost and low operation cost with yowr
regular farm tractor.
.6
2. Grow crops thot pay beat — the All-Crop handlee
over 100 different grains, seeds and beans,
The All-Crop harvester gives you a borne harvest — lets
you control your crop in your own way, without waiting.
For more information
(
at . - , ' -,, as.

OLLIS•CHALMERS)

POL5

SERVIC
Phone 9193

MASSEY-HARRIS air

SALES AND SERVICE

WATER VALLEY GARAGE & IMP. CO
Highway 45

Water Valley, Ky.

Phone 12

You'll be

In Stock—
For Immediate
Delivery

A\
„La. ,",_7ty
we-4
ki3

tucky, Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas and Oklahoma.•
Each preacher selected will be given a free scholarship to the Town and Country School for Religious Workers, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia July 4-21. The

JOINT—means a place of union
of ti vo bones, uhen movable one
upon the other

scholarship will cover tuition, board, and cost of room for
this nonsectarian school.
Anyone who wishes may write a letter nominating a
preacher as the best .in his state. Letters may be long or
short. Just tell why you think the preacher you nominate
should be selected as the best for your state. List the outstanding things he has done for 'he community and the
church. Tell why he deserves this honor and why he should
receive the scholarship. No letter will be considered unless
it is signed by the writer.
Nominations must be in by June 10. Mail letters to Rev.
James W. Sells, The Progressive Farmer, at the nearest office, Dallas, Memphis, Birmingham or Raleigh.

FULTON ROUTE 4
Mrs. Joyce Cruce, Cor.
A surprise birthday dinner
was given in honor of Les Cruce
at his home Thor present were
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Pannell,
Mrs. Bob Brockwell, Mrs. Agnes
Phillips, and daughter, Brenda,
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
Eaton Cruce and the hostess, Mrs
Les Cruce and Margaret.
Raymond Clark and Bobby
Polsgrove visited
Raymond's
sister, Mrs. Junior Cruce Saturday.
Mr and Mrs. Bob Tanner spent
the weekend in Dyersburg with

Mrs. Tanner's mother and sister.
Mrs. O. E. Myers and daughter, Leono and Jewell and Edward Myers and Ruth Ann Myers spent Saturday in Memphis.
Eston Cruce spent Sunday
mat with Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Cruce.
Mrs. Louis Kassis of Scramento, Calif., and Mrs. Ralph Kourie
of Columbus, O., are visiting
their mother, Mrs. .H M. Khourie
of Petaloma, Calif., who is now
the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Fred Homra and family on Norman street.

pleasantly
suprised—

JOINT—also means a place of LC.'
union of two pieces of lead
pipe.

AT THE LOW COST
OF AN EXTENSION TELEPHONE

To wipe a joint correctly is a
skilled job. P. T. JONES &
SON, your ONE TRIP plumber specializes in skilled work!

. and we also handle New Fixtures

\\* e Sell Fixtures
\‘'e Install
We Service "111( 11)

P. T. JONES grtSON
PLE.TMBING — HEATING
F CT

%Tr

c()M,

Do you know you can have an exten- protection in an emergency. it makes
sion telephone in your home for only your telephone more valuable by ina few cents per day?
creasing its usefulness.
The cost is mighty small when you
All you have to do is call the Teleconsider the many advantages an exphone
Business Office and say: "I'd
tension telephone provides for the
like
to
have an extension telephone
home and family. It saves time and
steps,affords privacy on the telephone, installed."Why not order yours today?

STILL TI

nee°91113"
GRAII
IN ANY

Proved experience in more than
tal:e tough iobs in stride .. abil
other combines often give up co
insurance you get when you put
on your farm.
And ;hat famous Clipper 3-poin
foot cut. (2) 5-fool rasp bar cylind.
ation all add up to unequalled g
when you 7.ornblne the Clipper wa
by 8 Years field experience la
argest ,3eans. That's the kind of cc

f(
H

FARMERS IMPLEME?
CECIL SCOTT, Manager

Orders for main telephone servke are sometimes delayed because
of shortages of central office and other equipment, which are not
involved in the installation of extension telephones.

PIIONE 702

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

HARRY LEE WATERFIELD

Clinton,

Friday May 13, 1949

The Fulton County News,
Fulton, Kentucky

Fnendly Service
STANDARD OIL products
ATLAS tires
Greasing — Washing

C

Let us clean your radiator with
our NEW, amazing process.

COLEMAN SERV STA
Dukedom

highway

Phone 68

KY. CERTIFIED SEED

HYBRID CORN
SEE US NO1V FOR HOMEGROWN U.S. 13 CERTIFIED
SEED CORN—ALL ORDERS
READY FOR DELIVERY.
DEALERS — Ky. Hdw. and
IMPL. Co., Fulton, Ky; A. C.
Butts & Sons, Fulton; Reed
Bros.
Fulton; Arrington
Grocery, Cayce; Pickett Groc
ery, Hickman; and Bailey Stovall, Rives, Tenn.

Chas.E.Wright Rt. 1, Fulton, Ky.
SUMMER LUBRICATION
Winter's over Most cars need a chang
e to thicker grease in
transmission and rear axle. Our Summ
er-time lubrication by
factory -specified chart stops uear, save
repair bills.
WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Serv
ice.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

POLSGROVE

MASSEY-HARRIS

Mrs. Ben Alorris, Co.r

The WNIJ had their regular
Aing Thursday. Eight memanswered the roll call.
Rev Joe Wilson filled his appointment Sunday and he and
Mrs. Wilson visited Mr. and Mrs.
t;us Paschall.
Our Sunday night service was
Eugene Bard
returned
to
dismissed in order that we couid Bowling Green Sunday
after
attend the graduation service at spending the weekend at home.
Cayce.
Joe Bazzell, Jr., of Memphis
We were happy to have so visited his parents over the week
many visitors at our morning
service Sunday. Several from
Mrs. Allen Pedigo of Chcia
Crutchfield attended.
gd
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Goodwin is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Charle
s
Wright and brother,
and family of Pilot Oak were the
guests of Mr and Mrs R. C. Chas. Wright and family.
Goodwin Sunday and they also
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Browd
attended our service.
er of Duncan, Okla., are expect
ed
Mr. and Mrs. Satterfield and to arrive here the latter
part
of
daughter, Shirley spent Sunday the week for a visit
with Mr.
in the home of her mother, Mrs. and Mrs. Gus Browd
er and othCleveland Bard.
er relatives.
Mrs. Edward Wolberton is atMrs. Leslie Nugent spent the
tending her husband who is still
a patient in the Kennedy General Hospital, Memphis. She was
accompanied by his mother, Mrs.
Cleveland Bard and little daughter, Julia who has
returned
home. They report Edward's condition very little
improved.
Friends are very interested in
his recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Morris vvere
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
M. J. Tyson Sunday night and
attended service at the Baptist
church in Riceville.
Relatives visiting Mrs. Lola
Workman of Fulton whose little
daughter is ill with the mumps
were her daughter-in-law and
children, Wilson and Retia Ann
of Columbus.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Workman
spent Sunday evening with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Dave
Hughes in Hickman.
Mrs. Tom Bellew is reported
still unimproved at her home

WEST STATE Lna

Mayfield Hi-Way

arreiteoodate...

In Stock—
For Immediate
Delirery

Motor Driven
Power Take-Off

The diligent fostering of
candid habit of mind, even in
trifles, is a matter of high moment both to character and opinions.

Proved experience in more than 110 different crops .. . strengt
h to
take tough fobs in stride .. ability to save down and tangled
grain
other combines often give up as hopeless—that's the kind
of crop
insurance you get when you put the Massey-Harris
Clipper to work
on your farm.
And ;hat famous Clipper 3.point construction (1) Full six
(or seven)
foot cut. (2) 5-foot rasp bar cylinder, (3) Full-width qtraight
'hru senaMion all add up to unequalled grain and money-saving
advantages
when you :mmbine the Clipper way. Remember, the Clipper
is backed
by 8 Years field experience is crops from tiny blue grass
to the
argest 'leans. That's the kind of combine efficie
ncy you can rely on to
4,0St,
handle your crop with profit-building
dependability cmd speed. Stop in the
next time you're in town. Ask us
R 9•\''•
for complete details on the MasseyHcrrris Clipper. We have a catalog
for you.

FARMERS IMPLEMENT AND SUPPLY CO.
Telephone
2931

Daily Rates
$1.25 and up
When in Fulton, Visit The

EARLE HOTEL
"FULTON'S FINEST"

Ne v Heating System — Newly
Remodeled
FREE PARKING
W. J. LARKIN, Mgr.

WEEKLY RATES
$5.00

In reasoning .upon moral subjects, we have great occasion for
candor, in order to compare circumstances, and weigh arguments with impartiality. — Emmons.

Tops
... At Shelling Time
This is one reason why

IRONED TO PERFECTION

A "7"
that has actually
7.7 cu. ft. capacity

The cemetery was beautifully
decorated Sunday and a large
crowd attended.
Mrs. Ethel Browder spent Sunday with her sister, Thelma and
family in Finger, Tenn.
Mrs. Hattie Hurst, Mr. and

Clinton, Kentucky

Be yourself Ape no greatnesS.
Be willing to pass for what you
are. A good farthing is better
than a bad sovereign.—Samuel
Coley.

PARISIAN

PALESTINt

HARRY LEE WATERFIELD

weekend with Mrs. Harvey Pewitt.
Mesdames Roy Bard, Lewis
Thompson, Lon Brown, William
McClanahan and Morgan Davidson attended the District meeting of the WSCS held Tuesday
at 'he Methodist church in Martin, Tenn.

PERFECT--that's what the ladie
Mrs. Edgar Grissom, Cor.
s say when
their sheets come back from the
Palestine cemetery was a beauPAR
tiful place Sunday. Everyone reLaundry—washed and ironed the wayISIAN
a lady
membered
their loved ones
likes
them. And the special care we
resting place with many lovely
give
to
sheets insures longer wear as well
flowers.
as
bette
r
apMrs. Wallace Pugh and little
pearance. Call 14 today.
daughter Sue spent Friday with
Mrs. Vance Hicks and Edna Virginia.
Mr. and Mrs Vance Hicks and
Edna spent Sunday afternoon
with Mr. Hicks' mother, Mrs.
Josie Hicks at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Moore.
Mrs. Charles Phillips was quite
sick Saturday night but is
some better at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
a'tended the tent revival at •
South Fulton Sunday evening.
Mr and Mrs. Forrest King and
son of Hickman spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Moore and Albert and Mrs. Jocie
Hicks.
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Baird visited his mother in Union City
Sunday afternoon after church
at 'he State Line Mission.
Charles Sisson spent Sunday
in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Phillips
and sons attended church at the
South Fulton tent revival Wednesday evening. Rev. Suthard is
bringing some wonderful messages.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Fulcher, Mr.
and Mrs. William Henson and
children and Mrs. Mollie Fulcher
of Hickman, Route On% a'tended
church Saturday evening at the
State Line Mission.
Mr. and Mrs Henry Hicks and
son Johnnie moved Monday to
the Morgan Davidson place on
the Middle Road. The Hicks' lived in Fulton for the past year.
Everyone enoyed the good rain
and 'he cooler weather for the
past Pew days. Seemed as though
summer was here to stay.
3Irs. Leslie Nugent,'Tor.

CECIL SCOTT. Manager

Page b

Mrs'. Charles Collins, Mrs.
Harry Price of St. Louis and
Mr.
and Mrs. C. P. Bowles from town
spent Saturday wih Mr. and Mrs.
Glyn Bard.
Harvey Pewitt accompanied
his son to_Lexington Sunday af'ernoon afikr spending the week
end with homefolks.

Laundry & Dry Cleaners

SERVICE STATION
Phone 9193

MT. CARNIEL
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FAR/vIERS PRODUCE MORE COR
N WHEN
THEY PLANT GENUINE

PFISTER HYBRIDS
•

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS

409 COLLEGE ST.
Custom Seed Cleaning

PHONE 620
Custom Grinding and Mixing

It Pays To Advertise In The'lgews!

EXTRA BIG!

Frigidaire
Master-7

• Here's more of everything you
wcmt in a new refrigerator. More
space on the inside, more usabie
space on the new flat top, more
freezer space, more moist storage
space for vegetables and fruit:,
more dollar value than ever before
a dependable Frigidaire
Refrigerator.

with oil these features —
•Famous Meter-Miser
mechanism
•Exclusive Ouickube Trays
and Instant Cube Release
•Full-width, roller-bearing
Hydrator, glass-topped
•1-piece porcelain interior

PURE
MILK CO.

chat& A.

•L-irge Super-Freezer

PASTEURIZED
'i0MOGENIZED

SEE—
It hat You Buy—
Buy In Glass!

Fulton Pure Milk Co.
—A Home Industry,
Helping Fulton Grow.
4th St.

Phone 813-J

More Fricidaire Refrigerators
Serve In leAmerican Homes
-If Other Make.

GRAHAM

'224.75

model MJ-7 shown
other MJ models
from $209.75

FURNITURE COMPANY

303 Walnut Street

Fulton

Telephone 185

•

PHONE 926

ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor.

_

Dr. and Mrs. I. H. Read Celebrate
Fiftieth Wedding Anniversary Sunday

Ls,'"

surrounded by deth a setting of Spring's loveliest blossoms,
Read long-time
voted friends and relalives Dr. and Mrs. I. H.
a milestone of hapand beloved residents. of this city celebrato‘l
host and hostv..ere
children,
piness Sunday when they, with their
wedding anniveress to nearly 200 guests id honor of their fiftieth
sary.
Everybody was there. Their Byars the best man, is no wlivfive children, grandchildren, sis- ing in New York City. One of
ters and members of the bridal the feminine attendants, Mrs.
party. Their friends were there W. G. L. Rice, the former Lucy
by the score and blossoms, tokens Livingston, is now in Ripley.
The Reads were surrounded by
of love, were there by the hundreds. Long before the time set members of their immediate famfor the happy occasion friends ilies, too. Dr. Read's sisters, Mrs.
them John King, Mrs. E. C. King and
dropped in and wished
happy returns of the day and Mrs. C. G. Burton of Brownshappiness.
ville,Tenn., and Mrs. L. R. Green
many more years of
From two until SiX ill the after- cif Memphis, were here. Mesnoon the handsome Read home dames J. D. Allison and Mrs.
was as a meeting place for old T. J. Mann, of Brownsville, sisfriends and new with but one ters of NIrs. Read were happy
thought in mind, to wish them in their ability to be with their
great joy and. life's most bount- sister.
iful blessings.
From a table handsomely decFrom Buffalo, New York.came °rated with specimen roses and
theif oldest son,.James
other Spring fl wers and drapston Read a civil engineer with ed with a han -made damask
an optical company; from An- cloth made by Mrs. Hornbeak
chorage, Kentucky came Mrs. punch and individual cakes were
Cincinnati served the guests.
F. G. Lewis; from
came Issac Henry Read, Jr., field
Assisting the Read family in
manager of..a tool company; aad receiving the guests were Mrs.
with them all days of the year J. E. Hutcherson, Mrs. Dick Bard.
are Mrs. Alf Hornbeak and Mrs. Mrs. Lynn Taylor, Mrs. Claude
W. L. Holland who live here in Freeraan, Miss Lena McKeen,
Fulton.
and Mrs. Eunice Robinson. In
The happy day of their wed- the dining room were Miss Lois
ding was brought into a vivid Read Lewis, Miss Jane White,
memory when most of their wed- Miss CiSSy Murphy, and Miss
ding party was here to join with Ann McDade,
All of the honor couple's chilthem anew in wishing them a
long and happy life. Here for dren were with them for the
the occasion were: the maid of combined golden wedding annihonor, Miss Mary Neblett now versary celebration, Mother's
living in Nashville, and Miss Day, and family reunion .The
Harriett Carleton, and Mrs. C.G. only ones of the family unable
Burton, both of-Brownsville, vtrho to attend were Jim Read, a
were maids in the wedding. W.G. grand•child, one of their sons-
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JANE RUSSELL
Slorrrng

"Montana Belle"
A Republic Picture

41
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"Mine steers like a truck!"
in-law, F. G. Lewis of Anchorage, Ky., and Mrs. J: L. Read.
-Out-of-town guests who were
here Sunday in addition to the
ones already mentioned were Mr.
and Mrs. Jeff Newbill and Mr.
and Mrs..B. T. Jarrett, all of
Memphis; Mrs. W. T. Davis of
Atlanta; Mrs. H. D, Daugherty
of Little Bock, Ark.,' Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Carleton, Boliver,
Tenn.; Mrs. Adeline Morris and
daughter, Joel Ann, Oak Ridge,
Tenn.; and the following from
Brownsville; Mrs. Ruth Hay,
Mrs. Hugh Glass, Mrs. Julia Dupree, Dr. C. G. Burton, Mrs. Tom
Smoot, Mrs. Rosa Livingstorl,
Mrs. John' Chambers, Mrs. Joe
Dickerson and son, Joseph, Mrs.
Billy Patton, Mr, and Mrs. Anthony Carleton Mann, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Harwood. Mrs. Helen
Reid, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Patton,
Thomas-Mann, Mr. and Mrs. P.
:I. Mann, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Mann, Miss Kathleen Livingston,
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Freefnan, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Evans, Mrs William Whitehurst, Mrs. Rnssell
Rooks, Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Hooper, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Living,ton, and Mrs. L. NI. Livingston,
Mr. and Mrs. Claggett Martin of
Martin, Tenn.

A statement on its standing on
the farm proposals recently set I
forth.by Secretary of Agriculture ;
Charles Brannan has been is-;
,-.tied by the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation, J. E. Stanford.
executive secretary, announced.
Briefly the statement is this:
1. The Kentucky Farm Bi,reau
Federation announced that it
would not reassemble the orc.anization's delegates to consider the possibility of changing its
long-standing position on party
ari&priee supports-4)/1-1am- products;
2. The Kentucky Farm Bureau
will strive for the retention of
gains already achieved and will ,
strive for further improvements1
as they are needed to stabilize!
agricultural income at fair levels.
Secretar•
Commending
3.
Brannan's objective of parity income for farmers, the statement
questions the methods by which
he proposes to do it..
4. The Federation recognizes
that consumers must always be
-onsidered, but the Brannan
plan does not guarantee lower
prices to consumers.
Other objections are: farmer
regimentation, thereby greater
partisan political manipulation;
extreme cost; taxpayer would
pay the consumer's grocery bill;
and penalizing efficiency in farm
production.

wasf able... wandeTful!

.1,t,
r,,,Et

The new Serbin Golfer! For office ...
shopping ... play! Featuring fly-front,
full-length separating fastener ... fly

The first operating phase of
Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturnew
fluorine
:ng Company's
chemical apint in Calvert City
will begin soon, it was announced
today by George B. Beitzel, com-

PRICE TAG ON A

button sleeves...double yoke . action back

Roomful

... and a 3-inch hem! Lansdale's sanforized,
fine combed cotton taffeta. Stripe

Try Our Daily Dinner
and Luncheon Specials.
!

Fulton

AY DA

P

-SPECIALS-

Lace Trim Jersey

GOWNS

Y

100

Green, Blue, Yellow, Tearose

Reg. $2.98 and $3.98 Print

DRESSES

198

And House Coats

Rayon Half-Slips
98c
'oral
F
;ind
Print
Cutter
SI:me
Summer Skirts
$2.98

ALWAYS A
FRIENDLY WELCOME
RUSHTON'S WE

204 Main St.

-tate Line at Stoplight
ti!I R.USHTON, Prop.

THE LEADER STORE
.4e

Fulton,
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IM CRIAPT
ANNOUNCE ENT

SHELL 011, COMPANY
Is Proud to Announce the Appointment of

GLENN T. KNIGHIJN
As the Exclusive Distributor of Shell Oil Company, Incorporated, Products Throughout Fulton and Hickman Counties. We
Earnestly Solicit All Shell Customers and New Customers for
Good Dependable 100 pct. Shell Products.

Distributor
4V4ICN P.'

Exchange Furniture
Company

FULTON •

1' .1; 1
4
;
* * ***** )

Mrs. Harry Plott of DuQuoin,
111., spent the weekend with her
father, T. M. Exum and other
relatives.

FORRESTER SHOE SHOP

Glenn T. Knighton

$12.95

IRBY'S FASHION SHOP
:00 WALNUT

Plans call for future expansion
that is expected to make this
plant one of the largest in the
Pennsalt chain that now extends
from Pennsylvania to Washington
and from Michigan „to Texas.
Beitzel said.

Anne Hook, executive secretary
of th eGraves County Tuberculosis Association was the guest
and speaker of the Fulton Rotary
Club at its Tuesday luncheon
this week.
is
Miss Hook, whose group
making rapid strides in its campaign against county eradication
of Tuberculosis, pointed out that
last year Graves County reported 32 cases and 11 deaths from ,
this disease, and that already in
1949., with diligent effort, they
had uncovered 28 cases for treatment, most of them by means of
the mobile free-Xray trailer. that
has made the rounds of the county,
She also pointed out that the
Purchase district is the "moSt infected" area of the State, but
that the goal of the Association
in
is to wipe out his diesase
five years, wih co-operation oi
the residents.
Tuberculosis has dropped nationally from top to seventh
Place in fatal diseases with coeducation, sht
operation and
stated; in Kentucky as a vTholt.
it dropped 9.3 in 1948 over 1947
Miss Hook was a guest of Ro-

Patronize our Advertisers!

OF LOVELINESS!
`V-4

combinations of navy, green, or tan.
Sizes 9 to 15 and 10 to 20.

pany president.
Under construction for approximately a year, the new $2,000,000 Calvert Oity Works will be
devoted in its initial stages to
the producti:311 of sulfuric acid
and hydroDurgic acid. It will
operate 24 hours a day.

NOTICE
Sunday, May 15 has been proclaimed as Decoration Day for
the City of Fulton. All persons
who have not paid on the upkeep
of cemetery lots are asked to
pay the Sexton or the City Clerk.
J. M. Martin, Chairman

SURE-FOOTED COMFORT
Let -Forrester's keep your shoes
(and -your children's) in good repair
—wick and span. You will aii
feel more sure-footed—more com
.fortable--better dressed.

TB In Purchase Is
High, Rotarians Learn

Calvert City Gets
$2,000,000 Plant
It's so wearable

;

It empties into the River of Life
That flows by the throne of God;
And a rainbow is made of
mother's tears
As mothers "pass under the rod."

Ky. Farm Bureau
41 fssues Statment
On Brannaz: Plans

41
it

Removable
shoulder pads.
for laundering
perfection,
•Pof No. 244/910

I

Nornion Tel ry.
•
le•
I atil iloinbeak
Jot.
that
By Serena Armstrong Elliott
ported to the club
BrowdZI• had Laked to be removThe mightiest river on this earth ed from active membership, and
Is the River of Mother's Tears: the Club voted to make him an
Its source is in the mother's
honorary lifetime member.
heart
t
Unfathomed by ,the yeas.
Mrs. Lewis Bizzel and little
mother's
a
down
is
daughter, Judy visited her fathIt's course
el
Arlington, Ky., Monday.
cheek
And leaves its furrow there;
Tho gentle as the falling snow,
Its power's beyond compare.
t...

MOTHER

A

207 Chtirch St.
- •

Phone 35

Linward Pharis,
Truck Driver

Aupal Gun ter,
7'unk 7'rucl Privet-

Fligene ThompsoUi__
Tank Truck Driuer
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309 PAIRS NEW SPRING

The Woman s Page-

By d'Alesnio

000 LOT Of $6.98 SPRING
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Roach and Mrs. Geutge Speight,
Katherine Taylor has reAlri.
both of Fulton and Mts. Ray- Kentucky "Olympians"
E. Ei.in has returned
1,aned to Caruthersville, Mo., to her home in St. Louis after
mond Brock of Paducah: a broth- Play
Mayfield Game
;Iter a weekend visit to her attending the bedside
er, George W. Pair of Terre
of her
The Kcntuckp "Olympians" mother, Mrs. Lynn
Haute, Ind.; five grandchildren,
Taylor.
father, R. A Green.
(U. of K. Olympic basketball
and two great grandchildren.
team) will play a game in MayEASTER SEAL FUND SHORT field tomorrow, May 14 against
The recent Easter Seals drive the Benton Independents at 8:
in Fulton County fell more than p.m. it is announced.
$200 short of its goal of $850
The game will be played in
set by the Kentucky ociety for the Mayfield High School gym,
and
is scheduled to start at 8:
Crippled
Children. According
to Hubert Jaco, county chair- p.m. It is being sponsored by
man, the total raised in Fulton the Mayfield Chamber of Commerce.
County is $628.45.
The money raised here and
Reserved seats are available
all over the state will be used in at $2 plus tax, and reservations
the construction of a new crip- may be made with John T.
ple children's hospital in Lex. Brown or Preston McClure in
ington.
that city.

HOP

HELP WANTED
MACHINE OPERATORS

Experienced or Inexperienced
Apply At The Office Of
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Mrs. Nannie Trevathan
Dies At Local Hospital
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Fourth Street

Services for Miss Lyda Payne,
who died at Haws Hospital Wednesday were held at 4:30 Thursday afternoon at the Walnut
Grove Church. The Rev. W. E.
Mischke and the Rev. Thomas
Y. Smithmier officiated. Burial
was in church cemetery, with
Whitnel Funeral Home in charge.
Miss Payne was 42.
Daughter of Mrs. Arthur Reece
and the late S Payne, who was
killed in Worlel War I, she was
reared by her aunt and uncle,
the late Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Lannon of near Fulton. After their
death she made her home with
her cousin, Paul Lannon, farmer of near Fulton, until his death
two years ago. At that time Miss
Payne bought a home in South
Fulton, where she was living at
the time of ber death. She was
born in. Mon County. She was
a member of the Walnut Grove
Methodist Church.
Besides her mother, she leaves
a brother, CiYcle Payne, of Harris, Tenn., two half sisters, Mrs.
Wendel Butts of Fulton, and
Mrs. Pearl Moss of Midway; and
a half brother, Hilly Reece of
near Fulton.

Services were held Sunday aftei noon at the First Methodist
Church for Mrs. Nannie Davis
Trevathan of Fulton, who died
Pk,. c1hturday morning at Hav,.s Hos. ital after an eight-week illness.
. I Purial, tinder direction of Paul
r 41 1 Hornbeak Funeral Home, was in '
s 4 : Rosh Creek Cemetery. She was I Services Held Monday
:
1 , 48.
=.
For Mrs. Dave Crockett
1
:Qrs. Trevathan was horn Dec.
Services were held Monday af1901. near Cayce, the daughI ',er vf the late Jeff and Nannie ternoon at the Johnson Grove
1,
loper Davis. She vt's a member Bantist. Church, tor Mrs. Have
1
f the First Methodist Church Crockett, who died at her home
'
t
in the Johnson Grove Communiti lere.
' r
She leave
.
s three sons, Samuel ty. Sunday morning at 8 after
i..
Trevathan of Detroit iSed Edwin a long illness. The Rev. Robert
Ind Charles Trevathan of Ful- ,loot t.., pastoi. officiated Burial
ton: a daughter, Mrs. Dorothy tinder direction of Paul HornRoper of Fulfill: a brother. Vir- heak Funeral Home of Fulton,
gA D£1ViS of Fulton: six sisters, was in the Johnson Grove CemMr
,
. Lena Roberson of More- etery. She was 72.
house. Mo.. MrA. Stella Binford
Mrs. Crockett was born April
Ruxico. Mo., Mrs. Liza Mur- 13, 1877, the daughter of John
ohv of Fulton. Route I, Mrs. and Lucinda Ridge Pair.
Virgie Bondurant and .Mr§. EmShe was a member of the
ma Brovt:n of Cayce, and Mrs. Cumberland Presbyterian church
• Clara -Et:idiotism!
CohthibUS. Mrs. Crockett leaves her husbband: three daughters, Mrs. W.A.
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Hamburgers

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP

Fulton, Hy.

RAY HUNTER, Owner

ENJOY LOW PRICES

What can we do to give
you better service in your
A&P store?

Everyday at Your A&P Food Store

We want A&P service to
be every bit as good as the
quality foods you get in our
stores; and every bit as satisfying as thrifty A&P prices.

No. 2' 2 Can

Libby or Delmonte

Lang's Sweet Mixed

Customer Relations Department,

QT. JAR
Full Qt. Bot.

Perfect Strike

1-Lb. Tall Can

Cheese Food

Lb. Loaf

1

Ann Page

Qt. Jar

25

Plain

Lb. Bag

SunnYheld

Deluxe
Brooms

25'
35'
25'
10'
43'
13'
45'
$1.49

Hoisting
Ea. 89c

w.,11 Paper Cleaner
Kutol ...

40 oz. can 29c

Peanut Crunch

Jar 39c

Diamond Matches

Box 7c

Cut Right

Good Quality Galvanized
Pails

10 Qt. 39c

Waxed Paper

125 ft. roll 22c.:

A & P Super Right Meats, Quality Poultry and Fish
SIND

1

nA Y Chuck Cut

SLAB BACON
Any Cut From 12
To 14 Lb. Avg. Slabs

BEEF ROAST
SLICED BACON
PORK ROAST
FRYERS
POU.00K HMIS

All Good or Dawn

Fresh Custom Butts

Fresh Full Dressed

LB. 39'

For
BeadY

Tile Pan

LB.
LB.
LB.
LB.
LB.

49'
45'
43'
55'
19'

SMOKED
PICNICS
SUGAR CURED
4 to 8 Lb. Avg.

LB. 37'

Farm Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

STRAWBERRIES
GREEN BEANS
HEAD LETTUCE POTATQES
2
TOMATOES
LEMONS
ICEBERG

Fresh Luscious

Stringless

48

SIZE

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS

LBS

Red Ripe

hds. 29(

OT.
1 29'
10 59'
2
39'
49'
Lbs

California Long White

TUBES

360 Size

LB. 15'

DOZ.

Delicious Bakery Treats From A & P's Own Ovens

MARVEL BREAD
SHORT CAKE SHELLS
CHERRY PIE
DONUTS
POTATO CHIPS

FAST COLORS!
SIZES 12 TO 46!
WERE PRICED AT
82.98.
HURRY . . . TWO DAYS
ONLY .. FRI. - SAT.

White

.h

ARMOURS
TREET
Luncheon Meat
12-0Z. CAN 43(

"ARMOURS STAR cottNED

)
Di_

BUDGET SHOP

BEEF HASH
LB. CAN 37(

Fulton
L:

l' 2 lb. loaf
of 4

Ea.

Sugared or Cinnamon

Pkg.

(6 oe. pkg. 29c)

12-oz. Pkg.

18'
15'
49'
19'
49'

VANILLA & FUDGE
COMBINATION

LAYER CAKE
59'
6

I"

1"

ARMOURS
CHOPPED HAM
12-0Z. CAN

55(

AT THE

—

LANG's DILL

Yukon Club, All Flavors

We hope you will let us
know if we should ever fail
to give you good service: or
if you have any suggestions
as to how we can make your
A&P a better place to shop.
Please write:

SANFORIZED!

;.:

No. 2! 2 Can

11'

And Sour, Qt. Jar

Your advice and suggestions can help us keep our
service the way it should be.

A&P Food Stores.
120 Lexington Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y.

PEACHES
FRUIT COCKTAIL
PICKLES
BEVERAGES
CHUM SALMON
CHED-O-BIT
SALAD DRESSSING
FLOUR

lima Sliced ar Halves

Good service calls first of
all for courteous treatment.
But we must also strive to be
prompt, helpful, efficient and
accurate.

80-SQUARE PRINT!

VIE

Give Us A Try

Customers'
Corner

Lattice Topped

204 Lake St.

Ham

Curb Service

HENRY I. SIEGEL CO., INC.

HEART ATTACK IS MISS LYDA PAYNE
FATAL TO VAUGHN IS LAID TO REST
A heart attack is believed to
have caused the death of Herbert
Vaughn. part owner of the Gordon, Somers and Vaughn Potato House here, Tuesday night.
Mr. Vaughn was found unconscious about 7:15 in front of
the postoffice by Miss Louise
Rye, local insurance agent. Mr.
Vaughn died shortly after, it was
reported. He was 70
Mr. Vaughn had been in business here for the past three
years. He had lived practically ,
:,11 of his life in or around Martin.
His wife, Mrs. Belle Hearn
Vaughn, was out of town at the
time. He leaves no other immediate relatives. Winsett Funeral Home was in charge.

—
All Sandwiches Toasted

— Hickory Flavor

"You are the apple of our eye, you are sweet as apple pie," is
the barbeFshop chant of mustachiod Bill Thall, front, Mike WiLson,
Ray and Len Sosby, left to right, rear, to singer Rome Johnson, right.
They are heard on WLW-NBC's "Circle Arrow Show," Sundays at
a0:30 a.m.. EST.

RE

H T
P T
BARBECK

ARMOURS STAR
r TENNA SAUSAGE
4 OZ. TIN 19(

A & P Self Service
ARMOURS STAR
DEVILED HAM
3 1-4 CAN 19(

SWIFT'S
I

CLEANSER
CANS

2

25c
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Monday' Birmingham.
called home by the critical ill- Pressie Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Finch of St. ness of his father-in-law.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
Louis
spent
Sunday
with
Mr.
and
Mrs. Ruby Moody and Mrs. Al- and family were supper guests
Evansville.
Colliers
of
Walter
The community extends sym- Ind..: and Mrs. Cornilius Roby of Mrs. Elbert Austin.
ma Arnett were in Fulton last Monday night of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Thomp- week shopping, and also to pur- A E. Green.
pathy to the Griffin family in Union City visited their sister,
',on visited Mrs. Charles Moore chase some baby chicks. And if
Mrs. Allie Newton was carried
the loss of their mother, Mrs. Mrs. Claude Graddy Saturday afternoon. Mrs. Graddy is doing in Fulton Sunday afternoon. Mrs. they grow like the Reed Bros. to the Fulton Hospital Wednesvery- well after being quite sick Moore has just returned home say their cheekerette feed will day night.
from the Fulton Hospital.
make them, then fried chicken
Mrs. Sue Lee visited her mothfur sometime.
Fairbanks-Morse
Mrs. Archie Babb and son of should be on the menu quite er, Mrs. Lorene Howell WednesMr. and Mrs. Richard Lunsford
"A Name ortli Remembering('
Chicago, Mrs. Elmer Liliker and soon.
day.
and Ben Williams of Hickman
Judy and Mrs. William Greer
Mrs. Geo. Burrow, Mrs. Adwith
pent Sunday' afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Elliott
and Pamela of Fulton spent rienne Rose and
Water Systems
Everett visited
Mr. Williams' sister, Mrs. Claude
spent Thursday afternoon with
Tuesday afternoon with Mrs yvith Mr. and
Mrs J. B. Seay,
Jones and family.
• WATER SOFTENERS
NoraCopelen.
Mrs.
William Earl Long.
Mrs. Wash Seav, Mr. and Mrs.
• WELL DRILLING
Little David.Long spent SaturVirgil Arnett and Sandra on
Mrs. May Hardison, Rachel
day night in McConnell with his
WEI.L REPAIRING
Sunday.
WATER VALLEY
and Mrs. Ruby Hardison
and
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
children
spent Saturday after(Too Late For Last Week)
Anyone in the market for
Long.
H. E. GRIGGS
noon
with
Herchel
Mrs
.
Elliott.
51rs. V M. Arnett, Cor. - some kittens? We have two
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Byrd visited
Mr. and Mrs. Walter BirmingPhone 1199-R—Fulton Hiway
Everyone has been taking ad- brand new litters, real cute and
ham and son of Chicago are the vantage of these spring days and playful, if y•ou could just get awhile Saturday night with Mr.
Union City, Tenn.
and. Mrs. Bob Veatch and fami
guests of Mr. and Mrs Arthur farming and gardening is being Sandra to part with them.
ly.
carried on quite extensively in
Thieves broke in the Water
the surrounding community and Valley Garage & Imp. Co. SaturThere is a wide difference bein town also. Mildred Bennett in- day- and- obtained between $25
forms me that they have a gar- and $30 in money and some cig- tween speaking to deceive, and
being silent to fbe impenetrable.
d,en this year for the first time arettes.
—Voltaire.
in tieir life, and they're as
And that's the 30 mark for this
proud of it as a hen with one time.
71PIVWSSETYMINIMIMMINIZIZIER7V.
chick.
What with several new homes
ROCK SPRINGS
under corfstruction, others getMrs. Nettie L. Copelen, Cor.
ting a thorough redecoration and
flowers and shrubs all in bloom,
Mr. and Mrs. Herchel Elliott
REAL ESTATE and
this little Village will look lilt% and Beverly spent
awhile MonPUBLIC
she'd been to the beauty parlor day night with Mr. and
AUCTIONEER
Mrs. Ruand then donned a new spring pert Moore.
Office
Over
City Natimial Bank
hat.
_
Mrs. Nora Copelen and MarPhone 61
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Campbell tha Kay spent Tuesday'aft
ernoon
motored to Frankfort to spend with Mrs. May Hardison
and FARM -AND CITY PROPERTY
the week end with their daugh- family.
LIST OR BUY WITH US!
ter, La Verne last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Lemon Elliott
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Durbin are spent Sundaywi th Mr. and
Mrs. • Vra.
spending a few days in Dawson
Springs.
Mr. and Mrs. J D. Bennett, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Tibbs spent Saturday' at Kentucky Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey French
of Charleston, Mo. Mr. and Mrs.
J. E. Russell and Evangeline.
Mrs. Jack Porter, Mr. and Mrs.
Mitchell Arnett all of May-field.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Arnett of
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Paducah were here to attend the
funeral of their uncle, E. P. Arnett.
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
Mr and Mrs. Lila Bradley Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Wilson, Mr
and Mrs. Chas. Haskell spent the
For Prompt Service Phone 502
week end at their cabin at Kentucky Lake.
Mrs. Wilma Wilson entertained the Sewing Club at her home
Olive Street
last week. After a social hour,
Fulton, Ky.
refreshments were served
to:
Mrs. Myrtle Latta, Mrs. Susie
Pirtle, Airs. P. L. Pillow Mrs
U. S. Copeland, Mrs. E. J. Hall,
Mrs. Novella Taylor, Mrs. Irvin
Williams. Mrs. Sarah Haskell (If
this isn't all correct, please excuse and see that I get more information next time)
Several from here attended
the funeral of Miss Irene Rhodes
at Pilot Oak.
SOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
Mr. Grundy Guill is seriously
T-71.TeN
fMTTLING CO., INC.
ill at this writing.
Mr. H. A. Pigue of Fulton, Mo.,
("1949, Th. Coca-Cola Company
spent a few days with his mother, Mrs. R. L. Pigue but was

PIERCE STATION

.11 Griffin who died

(Too Last For Last Week)

All Business Men Need
The Pause That Refreshes

CHAS. W. BURROW

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

PAUL HOR)NBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Sbreets

Fulton, Kentucky

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNBEAK
WALTER VOELPEL
Licensed Funeral
I.icensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
tor
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

Do You Listen To

QUEEN FOR A DAY!
If so, e,.ery Tuesday in May you will hear
this program give away a

VITALAIRE
... the new, modern, air-conditioned
ICE REFRIGERATOR.
This same refrigerator given away on this
program may be seen and purchased at the
Fulton Ice Company's new plant located at the
end of Fourth Street.
Come by anytime for a look at this effecient
and completely modern ice refrigerator
VITALAIRE. Or, ask your ice deliveryman.

FULTON ICE COMPANY
SPARKLING CRUSHED ICE available 24 hours a da.)
DEI.7.VERIES made until 5: p.m. except Sundays.
For Ice Deliveries
Phone 72

Main Office
Phone 330

MORE CHEVROLET TRUCKS
IN USE
than any

InTERNATIONAL HIARVESTER

RIEWRIGERATORS and FREEZERS

other make ,„

SUPER DE LUXE

REFRIGERATOR

Official registration figures prove that more

Extra Rooml Extra Features! Extra Quality'

people use Chevrolet trucks . .. that more

At last you can pack stacks of food into
a refrigerator that's built to hold it! Specially IH designed for extra storage space,
safe food preservation, greater kitchen
efficiency, a place for everything, for long
dependable service. See this wonderful
Super De Luxe today!

people prefer Chevrolet's outstanding features, quality and performance at lowest

4--More than 16 square feet of convenient
shelf space.
4--"Stowaway" freezer locker stores 35 lbs.
of frozen food.
4--"Frigidrawer" keeps 35 pounds of meat
fresh•r longer.
4--Hermetically sealed "Tight-Wad" unit with
5-year warranty.

prices ... that more people know Chevrolet
trucks are flrst in value!
See for yourself how much more Chevrolet Advance-Design trucks offer. Call us,
or stop in at our showroom—soon!

A

THERE'S A CHEVROLET TRUCK
FOR EVERY HAULING JOBI

OW.

\ FREEZE FOOD...FOR BETTER MEALS, LESS WORK, REAL KITCHEN
HELPI
15.8 CUBIC FOOT el

11.1 CUBIC FOOT

tivir Burr FREEZER
A real Ilercules holding 553 pounds of
frozen food! It enables you to buy food
in large quantities, in season, at bargain
prices—or freeze and store the meat, vegetables and fruit you raise for later use.
Come in—see special "Freez-Area," "LidLamp" and "Zero-Larm" features!

.111

ROOMY

FREEZER

You've an endless variety of delicious food
on hand all year 'round with this foodbank! It freezes and stores 385 pounds of
food, holds leftovers, lunches, and snacks
safely. Saves you shopping and kitchen
time and dollars on your food bill! See
it todav—rely on it forever-afterl

COAL_

LOOK POI THI
HALLMARK 01 H

QUALVY

PAUL HAMLIN IMPLEPOT COMPANY
n4 WAILNUT ST.

FULTON

FIBONS U

CITY
110 Lake Street

MOTOR

COMPANY

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 38

11
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ERAL HOME
Fulton, Kentucky

SERVICE

LTER VOELPEL
censed Funeral
.o and Embalmer

o
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3 BURIAL ASS'N.
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Bottled Gas
donthoists

Graves County Gets
Two Road Contracts

I PICK GOOD NAME
FOR YOUR FARM

Page i
__

makers room where we could
buy large Dagwood Bumstead
hamburgers, footlong hotdogs
and cold drinks served by the
willing workers of our fine P.T.A.
Looking around I,spied Mrs. H.
O. Vick, president, Mrs. A. T.
Johnson, Mrs. Hall Chambers,
Annie Wright, Mrs. Stallworth,
Mary Freeman, Fannie Taylor
and Mr. Stillworth who was in
charge of cooking. He is a retired chief cook of the Illinois
Central Railroad. On out to the
front porch where you could buy
big dixie cups of ice cream for
five cents. By that time I was so
tired and it was cool and my
teeth chattered and shivering I
just couldn't take on any ice
cream so I just sat with my feet
killing me. I sprung up with a
shout and said I have missed the
library which has a fine collection of book I could spend a day
there and enjoy it. The exhibit
room where all the fine hand
work of the year was on display,
all types of furniture including
a fine combination record player
and radio. That special piece of
work captured all the visitors
eyes. Trains, houses, bookends
and table lamps and other things
too numerous to mention were on
display. The girls had on display
hand made dresses, aprons, dolls
and other things.

Contracts totalling $1,105,751.23 and providing for 54 miles of'
Want a name for your farm?
road work were awarded last I
week by the Department of High- Commissioner of Agricultural
Harry F. Walters today reported
ways.
Federal-aid projects for which that 123 landowners in Kentucky
contracts were awarded the past had registered with the Department of Agriculture names for
week include the following:
...III you've had a
Graves county — Mayfield- their farms—and paid the $1.00
DESIONSTaATION of ilia
Wickliffe road, beginning at Vs required deposit fee—to protect
45 in Mayfield and extending to- the name against infringement
saw, folly aseomealic
ward Lowes, 1.047, grade, drain from other sources.
and high type surface; S. J.
While it is known that many
Boone, Owensboro, $11,735.40.
more forms and estates are nam22Mten
Graves county — New Hope ed than the foregoing number,
Church-Golo - Farmington Road registration with the Department
avellaPpl
beginning at Ky 58 and 98 and of Agriculture is the only means
extending to Ky 121 near Farm- by which a person may obtain
Welcome!COWseees
ington, 8.1 miles, reconstruction the exclusive right to the use of
and traffic bound surface; Col
:
. a registered name.
withost oblige:Hos
bett, Davidson and Son, Mayfield
Among names registered are
$72,814.40$ 21.50
" TWO BOTTLE INSTALLATION, installed
(fhe above project will be fi- "Oak Hill," "Blue Meadows,"
(Includes Gas, and Stand)
nanced from the rural road "Hickory Hill, " "Twin Cedars,"
"Grassland,"
"Ashland
Hall
119.00 fund.)
RANGES PRICED from
Manor," "Dreamland," "Oxmoor"
April awards for highway con- and many others.
Call or Write
struction placed with contractors
by the Kentucky Department of
PIERCE STATION
Highways established a new alltime record at $5,532,533.28 TotMrs. Dave Crockett passed aFULTON, 111
al road work awarded thus far way Sunday morning at her
this calendar year amounts to home near Johnson Grove. We
'With each Range Sale.
$9,162,708.31, another record for extend sympathy to her husband
the first four months.
and family.
"While contracts awarded inNow to the workshop which is
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford in the basement. We have around
cluded a high volume of federal
aid work, many state and rural and son, Kenneth of Dyersburg $300 worth of electric machines
jobs were started," John A. Keck, and Miss Helen Rogers of Mem- and H. 0 Vick and Prof. Dumas
and
Commissioner of the Department phis, Mr.
Mrs. William are manual training teachers
said. "It is most pleasing to all Greer of Fulton and Mr. and and oversee the shop. On the
of us to see our program ad- Mrs. Ernest Lowe spent Sunday campus where we all found
vancing into the final stage. with Mrs. Mattie Rogers.
swings and slids for the small
Many details of planning, design,
students they were having a big
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Claude
Jones
location, engineering must nectime. Some of the little boys
and
daughter,
Dale
and
Mr.
and
essarily precede the actual work
were flying down the slids dressMrs.
Walter
Thompson
attended
get
are
to
of road building if we
ed in their cute sports clothes
a
ball
game
in
Trenton
Sunday
money."
road
the most for our
and wearing little cowboy hats.
The department has program- afternoon. Harris Station played Out on the front campus where
OF DISCONTINUED PATTERNS OF
Trenton and Trenton won
the
year
this
$11,000,000
over
med
the big soft ball game was well
game.
for the main highways, most of
under way, I am sorry to say
which will consist of federal aid
Mrs. Charles Lowe spent Sun- that around 12 teams were playconstruction of a primary nature. day in Metroplis, Ill., with her ing and they were scoring so
mother who is a
patient
in fast, both the boys and girls,
Half of Nation Attends Brewers Nursing Home. She re- that I did not get all the scores.
ports her mother, Mrs. Lula Ad- What a reporter!
Church, Surrey Reveals ams,
improving but able to walk
The outdoor activities
were
after breaking her hip last Ocunder the direction of Prof. L
A 1949 census which will ap- tober.
BapSouthern
the
1949
pear in
Hale of Union City.
tist Handbook shows that church
Mr. and Mrs Phillip Adams
Visitors were seen from Jackmembership in the United States and children of bresden and Mr.
has reached 80,246,124, which is and Mrs. Alton Smithson of Un- son, Tenn., McKenzie, Tenn ,
55 per cent of the population. ion City were the Sunday after- and Mayfield, Ky. What a grand
evangelical ' noon guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bud day we all had. The members of
largest
48
The
the P.-T.A. wish to express their
groups in the nation report 46,- Stem.
appreciation to the manager of
665,747 members. Roman CatholMiss Roberta DeMyer, Mrs. the Swift Plant who so generousics report 26,075,697 members.
Total membership gain for 1948 Christine Pierce, Mr. and Mrs. ly donated ice cream to Rosenwas 3.1 per cent, compared with Omar Smith and Ben Jarrett wald and to all parents who
Matthews were the dinner guests helped to make Field Day such
2 3 per cent in 1947.
Of the 26,822 churches in the of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Matthews a grand event.
Convention, were the dinner guests Of Mr.
Southern Baptist
per cent) are located and Mrs. W. L. Matthews near
(50
13,339
washable
imperial
patterns
of
many
Included in this kalP are
in the open country. These Dukedom Sunday.
churches have 29.1 per cent of
house.
Mr. and Mrs. William Earl
the
in
viallr.aper and of other papers for every room
the total membership. Only 15.7 Long and son, David spent
Sunloare
churches
the
per cent of
day with Mr. - and Mrs. Paul
first-class paper; our only; reason in offering it at this recated in cities of 2500 or more. Long of McConnell.
These city church contain 40.2
Mrs. Jack Lowe and daughter,
per cent of the membership.
duction is that we have discontinued the particular patterns.
A Complete Service
Jane are spending a few days in
On . •
ROGERS
EMMETT
MRS.
Kenton,
Tenn.
selection.
Come early for best
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

AIRLENE GAS COMPANY HOF FULTON
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/ am pleased to announce that I have opened
my own barber shop ...
ON LAKE STREET
NEXT TO SMITH'S CAFE
I am also pleased to announce that Jack Graves
is now associated with me in this shop.
My shop contains the most modern, up-to-date
equipment that money can buy.
I will appreciate your patronage.

Albert Hicks
Union. Shop

STILL A GOOD SELECTION LEFT!

lc SALE

Wallpaper

DOUBLE ROLL

FOR THE PRICE OF

:KS

NOTICE

BEAUTY AND PROTECTION
Nowftsdhig
link° Formula T Ixtertor Pak*
quality hoesepalpi with o
oselontoge of Titanium
.. . the plament whAtik
prodveu a henget RuthlO svhne
and greater MdIng power. Nonfading, in whlte end standard
house colors.

Unico Super Barn

A SINGLE ROLL, PLUS

Word has been received here
of the death of Mrs. Emmett
Rogers of Toledo, Ohio, sister of
C. A. Boyd, Sr., of Fulton. Mrs.
909
PHONE
STREET
CHUHCH
210
Rogers died at her home in Toledo Saturday after a two-year
.
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illness. She was 45. Services and
burial will take place here. Mrs.
Rogers leaves her husband; a
ON
ROLLER
BEATERS
RUN
LARGE
EXTRA
INSuRIS
4
DISTRiBUTION
PROPER WEIGHT
son, Jimmy Dudley of St. Louis,
BEARINGS DO AN EXCELLENT JOB
SuRE.FOOTEDNESS OF TRACTOR AND
Mo.; five other brothers, Royd
OF SFREADING
xPREADER WHEELS
Toni, and Morris Boyd all of
EAST
TO
LOAD
Chicago. Simpson Boyd of Lowes
SUPPORT ELIMINATES 5 THE HiP.HIG.H BOX IS
2 HANDY FOOT
\ ELIMINATES HIGH PITCHING
LIFTING WHEN HITCHING
Ky., and Lee Boyd of Ft. Thom1
as, Ky., and a sister, Mrs. Otto
ARE ADJUSTABLE. FRONT AND
3 CONTROL LEvERS CONVENIENCE
Neimann of St. Louis.
.
"•
OF
,,-7—'!"
REAR FOR

FULTON PAINT & GLASS COMPANY

Mrs. W. Tooms and son and
grandson of Hickman were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Cape Sunday afternoon.

News About
Our Colored Friends
by
:MATILDA ALLEN
about
Continuing our story
Milton School field day of last
week: We peeped in the home-

OPERAToR

Seed Prices
I if
:STRONG ALLATER BOX STAND:f
GP LINDER HEAVY sJRVICE '

are 4oin4
—
•

RUBBER TIRES REDUCE DRAFT—
SECOND•HAND'BUS OR TRUCK TIRES
LOWER THE COp OF THE SPREADER.

DOWN
--get ours bOore you buy!

49 FEED. RATCHET IS ENCLOSED
AND RUNS IN OIL

BIG 1E1011
insure
that

BIIIER
/gAGIOR
SPREADER

No other tractor manure
spreader gives you.so many
really worth-while features
as does the John Deere
Model"H"Tructor-Dra tett
Spreader. It's a sure-footed
spreader that's built with
proper weight distribution to assure efficient
and economical spreading in good weather or
bad.

The Model "H" awns
short . . . runs light.
It's a rugged, longpocketbook ... one that
lived spreader that's easy on your
of manure
will•give you maximum returns from every ton
spread.
Stop is
We'd like to tell you all about the Model "H".
town.
at our store the next time you're in

WILLIAMS HARDWARE COMPANY
207 East Fourth St.

Fulton

Phone 169

It Pays To Advertise In The News!

Cars-Trucks-Tractors

$5.10
$24.50

1 Gal. (covers approx. 550 sq. ft.)
5 Gal.
Red

Contains 30% Iron Oxide to as.
sure a long lasting, non-checking
and non-fading bright red color,
Contains linseed oil for a better
finish and a fungicide to control
mildew.

1 Gal. covers approx. 550 sq. ft.) _
5 Gal
Unico Exterior Trim Paint
Unico Implement Paint
Unico Quick-Dry Enamel

$3.58$

$16.95
Qt. $1.54
Qt. $1.45
Qt. $1.45

We also have a complete
line of radiators and cores.
REASONABLE PRICES

Fulton Radiator Serv.
Jimmy McClendon
Phone 822
Depot St.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
402 Main St.

Fulton

Phone 399

WSM Grand Ole Opry 1
Bill Monroe's Grand
Ole Opry Show
—featuring —

ALL KINDS OF FIELD SEEDS
CLOVERS: White, Dutch, Ladino, Red, Alsike,
Sweet, Kobe, Korean, Jap and Seresa
GRASSES: Blue Grass, Red Top, Timothy,
Rye, Orchard and Kentucky Fescue
Alfalfa - Soy Beans - Hybrid Seed Corn
Ed- v. J. Funks Broadbent and Funks "G."
CYCLONE AND HORN SEED SOWERS
Fertilizers
Metal Galranized Roofing
ALL KINDS OF WIRE FENCING
Come In now and get the details of
OUR BIG FREE OFFER!
WE GRIND AND MIX YOUR OWN FEEDS
We have supplement to mix with your feed.

A.C.BUTTS & SONS
GROCERIES — FEEDS — SEEDS
Phones 602 - 603
403 E. State Line

The Shenandoah Valley Trio
String Bean
Grandpappy George Wilkerson
And His Fruit Jar Drinkers
Sam McGehee
AND MANY OTHER GRAND OLD OPRY STARS
MONDAY NITE
8:00 P. M.
U ONE NIGHT ONLY

la

MAY

Fairfield Park,Fulton,K
Admission—Adults 75c,

Chililren 50c

Sponsored By The Fulton Baseball Association

Friday, May 13, 1949
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THREE WEEKS SPECIAL!
ss.00

$8.50 CREME OIL
MACHINELESS WAVE For
WORKING GIRLS ATTENTION!
We Will Take After Work Appointments. Open 6 Days a Week

Watch For Opening Of

K & T BEAUMSALON

NM'S WOODWORKING SHOP
s, axe
Makers of Screen doors, window frame
work.
handles and all kinds of mill atul frame
ON LAO ST. EXT. NEXT TO
3-WAY POOL ROOM

New Owner
Breeden McMinn
Ann
Mrs.
Martin Highway --- Phone 1217 --- Fulton, Ky.

'FULTON

SUN. - MON. - TUES.
MAY 15, 16. 17

You'll Need Something Cool
After Seeing "Tulsa"
So Stop In At

THE COFFEE SHOP
Where our excellent food is gOod All The Thne

PLUS: AMERICA NO.1, CARTOON AND FOX NEWS
Show Times Sunday 2:15; 4:26; 6:37; 9:31
Monday and Tuesday: 2:40, 7:15, 9:20
/////,1107
From that Mastro., of Spsctack,

WALTER WANGER
— the thundering saga of a notion's
mightiest days brought to you on 0"
the tremendous scale that only the,
scresn can command!

Building Materials Of All Kinds

We Buy Cream .. at highest prevailing prices!
Bring Your Cream To

"QUALITY PRODUCTS"

MILTON TUCKER CREAM STATION

PIERCE-CEOUIN LUMBER CO.

Phone 62

111 E. State Line

Phone 33

107 McDowell

with

sitioui
impf
01, ,.•
4

SUSAN

tHAYWARD,

a

% CHEROKEE LANSING
/ Half Angel ... Half Wildcat

...ALL WOINAA it
PRESTON
ROBERT.

From Fulton to Tulsa
Or Anywhere in the United States
Use The Bes t
And That's

CHILL WILLS

at

In A Grand Role Trull Talk About

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Sold By

You'll Meet All Your Friends

And "Hello CottFin!"

PEEP°

ARMENDARIZ

Cast Of-Thousands

•

MERRYMAN'S GROCERY
because
They Find The Choicest Groceries There

MAYNARD'S SERVICE STATION

CALL 1339 FOR SPEEDY DELIVERY

Cor. Fourth cuul Lake St. Ext.
Fulton, Ky.

THE LUSTY, BRAWLING SAGA OF
A CITY OF RED-BLOODED MEN I
Trade At

DARNELL'S FURNITURE COMPANY

Not Since"Boom Town"Such A
RiPRoaring Adventurs,flit II

ENJOY

est"
Where Your Dollars Go The "Futh
And Get The "Mostest"
NEVV AND USED FURNITURE
New Furniture at 108 Paschall
Used Furniture at 429 E. State Line
Phone 1395

'

'

COLP WHOLESALE CO.
138 McDowell Street
JACK JONES. Manager

Phone 977

PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO.
Fulton, Kentucky

, May 13, 1949
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work room could be provided in gram of the Fulton High School ucation should adopt and put in- both the superintendent and the •
room is particularly outstanding. The to operation as soon as possible principal additional time for suone corner. This work
should be supplied with running school officials have been prud- a single salary schedule, in pervision and administration, a
water.
ent yet energetic in conducting which increments for extra serv- type of service for which botb
room in a public relations program in the ice are reduced. The increments are qualified and trained.
storage
the
That
(2)
; ical and custodial staff are adearea of the school's service.
Final in a series of tiNo
the old gym, interest of the school which has for training
and
experience
jani- the basement of
installments reporting on the
There is a high correlation be- I quate. There are only two
being vacated by the resulted in a most cooperative should be raised in order that a Patronize our Advertisers!
is
which
maintenthe
for
employed
tors
I
on
preparati
findings of the Evaluation
of
public.
local
adequacy
tween
be used for
balance be obtained among all
It athletic department,
Board, which recently surand instruction. A study of the ance of two large buildings.
of the barrels and buck(2) The local Board of Educa- the increments of the single salstudent help storage
veyed the local school systhermometers on page 17 of "Ed- was learned that
now
ets of materials which are
tion is ccmposed of men who ary.
Accurate
will was necessary. The condition of in the corridors.
tem.
ucational Temperatures"
have a keen interest in public
(2) The .Fulton Board of Edu, however, was
WORKMANSHIP
to
show that the adequacy of the the buildings
conseem
they
and
cation should employ full-time
(3) That the building be wir- education,
(Continued from last week)
professional preparation of the good.
At Low Cost
fixtures duct all affairs of the Board in clerical help for this school syslighting
proper
and
ed
The committee found that
teachers is "very superior," but
Guidance Service
Olock.s and Time
the mini- .A businesslike and efficient man- tem. The superentendent and
supply
to
be
installed
Watches,
The modern concept of guid- that the adequacy of the academ- there was no paid clerical staff mum foot candles of artificial ner.
high school principal spend en- Pieces of All Kinds Accurateance has'moved toward wise self- ic preparation of the teachers is In the administrators'_offices and light in all classrooms. •
(3) All the financial records tirely too much time performing
ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
it
help,
be- that, with only student
selection and away from external "inferior." The committee
of the Board of Education are ac- detail services which can be per- ,
steam
blowers
unit
That
(4)
ANDREWS
High lieves that an improvement in was necessary for both to spend
and complete. They have, formed more efficiently by a
direction. The Fulton
be installed where radiation is curate
School has this concept well in the academic training would be considerable time attending to
over a period of years, been kept good clerk. The employment of '
y Com
Jewelr
extremely
during
nt
insufficie
be
could
which
mind and should be commended reflected in even better instruc- clerical details
in accordance with the best pro- clerical assistance would allow ,
re.
temperatu
low
t
seca
the
,
competen
by
done better
for the bases for guidance that tion in the school. Therefore
modern in construction but is in cedures.
the retary or clerk.
are now being available through committee suggests that
The committee makes the folcondition and is well
excellent
attending
recommendations:
an excellent testing program. 'eachers be urged when
In view of the above facts, the
for the present school lowing
arranged
te
concentra
to
This infermation should enable summer schools
(1) The Fulton Board of Edcommittee recommends that conTho school has made
program.
fields
matter
g
the faculty to help the pupils in upon their subject
sideration be given to increasin
an accurate evaluation of the ad
the choice of their educational rather than upon additional pro- both the clerical and custodial
vantages and disadvantages of
that
.
courses.
feel
experiences and their vocations fessional
staffs. Especially do we
Veterinary Service
(5) That the interior of the
the
t
of
Servin
the
competen
of
Outcomes
Guidance
The checks
tile employment
Fulton, Ky.
manin
a
painted
be
building
408 Eddings Street
Program
s
al
move
a
be
will
interview
Education
s
and
ice pamphlet
lerical nsistance
Day or Night
and
brighten
would
that
ner
of
part
the
on
indicates
be
personnel
to
school
with
of sound economy
Fulton High School is
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
beautify the rooms and corridors.
Phone 807-R
a slight laxity in the use of these commended for the fine follow- the Board of Control.
(6) That necessary cab'enets,
test results. If this information up program, for the large num- School Plant
Or Call 70
is worth collecting and classify- ber of graduates that go to colis tables, and chairs be added to the
The Fulton High School
ing, it should be used to the ful- lege, and for the high quality of very fortunate in having an a- Foods Room, and that the two
Connaughton
W.
H.
PHONE 88
Dr.
and
lest extent.
citizenship that is found in the bundance of space for use in electric ovens be removed
ian
Veterinar
Graduate
The possibilities of good guid- patronage area of the high, Conducting its program. The replaced by an additional stove.
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
(7) That a study be made of
ance can be assured only through
h 1
Located on Martin-Fulton
number of regular classrooms is
the
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Ina
accoustical conditions of
an organized program. It is true
Outcomes in attitudes and ap- sufficient, and the special rooms I the
Highway.
that- many schools of this size preciations are of the highest or- for music, industrial arts, and band room and the necessary
accomplish a great deal through der as evidenced by the harmon- physical education far exceed the ; improvements- provided
inciaental guidance by means of i4US cooperation of pupils and number available in the average I School Administration
appreciates
committee
The
the fine personal relationships teachers. It is the opinion of the high school. The plant is not
which exist between the pupils committee that the pupils are the plant; and even though fi- very much the complete informaand instructors but it is neces- systematically attaining the pro- nancial conditions may prevent tion placed at its disposal by the
ndent
sary to avoid the possibilities of per knowledge, habits, and skills. immediate
improvement, the principal and the superinte
of Fulton High School. Every
following
failure that incidental guidance
the
submits
e
committe
ds
recommen
The committee
for
might afford certain pupils. The
for future con- record was made available
more pupils be encouraged recommendations
the use of the committee. Such
committee recommends that the that
:
sideration
parstudies,
in social
on is gratefulfaculty be better organized to to enroll
(1) That the rolling partition complete cooperati
in civics and American
and ly acknowledged.
meet the guidance needs in the ticularly
hall
study
the
between
finds
e
committe
The
Certain features of the school
Fulton High School. Stich an or- history. product of the educa- Room 16 be elevated and the lithe
worthy of
ganization need not be too ela- that
extended into that administration are
be
brary
improved
be
can
program
borate or formal, but the ad- tional
need for additional commendation:
The
room.
curthe
of
nt
enrichme
(1) The public relations proministration should provide def- through
met and a
to include more speech, shelf space would be
inite faculty duties in order that riculum
biological
m,
journalis
,
the pupils might be led to a wis- dramatics
and sociology.
er selection of personal, social, science,
Real Pit Barbecue
According to the various teaeducational, and vocpional extures included in the underlying
Steaks
pe r epees.
philsophy of Fulton High School
Instruction
Fried Chicken
educational
the
of
outcomes
the
Irelruction in Fulton High
pracCountry Ham
as program are superior. The
- School has been evaluated
'1,..,.s in school meet the needs
Gulf Shrimp
Fresh
very good A study of the therthe pupil population and com1;441:.044*,444*
ii,.1
mometers on page 13 of "Edu- -I
.$•.:sri
average ef
Catfish
the
• 5
above
nninity
will
Temperatures"
cational
schools.
good
.
the
in
given
show the evaluations
The outcomes in princioal subj.
various phases included in this
ect matter fields are very en: couraging as shown in observing
u4'Te
"yfo'v
says *.
14"4"41*
''ff"""9
sign that
Hugh Fly, Owner
:
Here's/
'1 the pupils' study habits, conduct
. anytime you serve
on'
compani
good
' in study halls, examination papHi-way
City
Union
and
Line
Junction West State
ers, pupil participation, school
Bond & Lillard, the 93 proof Kentucky
records, and general behavior of
WE HAVE PLENTY OF
whiskey with the friendly taste!
I pupils on the school campus.
CE
PARKING SPACE
SERVI
CURB
KY WHISKEY— A BLEND
KENTUC
I School Staff
WE MAKE
The committee visited and in65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
ROOM
N Y.
DERBY
NEW
PLAN YOUR PARTIES FOR THE
YOUR
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORP.,
terviewed all members of the
RESERVATIONS.
FOR
9156
custodPHONE
and
Merical,
al,
profession
OLD RADIO I
ial staff of Fulton High School.
SING
It found that the three groups
LIKE NEW
were cooperating for the cornmon good of the school and cornI mends them on their ability to
I work together effectively and
I harmoniously.
The teaching staff is numeriadequate for the school's
cally
Don't Miss
en:ollment and the curriculum ot
fered. The professional training
Your
and successful experience of the
faculty members are indicative
Favorite Program
of their being individuals with
All
competence.
professional
If your radio is acting up, call
members are working in the
us right away There is no
fields of their specialization and
.eed to miss your favorite
approximately half of them have
pi ograms when we can give
eraduate degrees. The salaries
a.1 such prompt. expert repaid teachers of Fulton High
401.
Phone
Just
pair service.
School are low and in some instances barely meet the minimum requirements of the Southern Association There are inCITY ELECTRIC
dications of discrepancies in the
And Tire Company
salary schedule which probably
Who. wdtkrail
as .".wro•ftl,
canno tbe avoided under the
Ave.
cial
))5 Commer
avodob'• on.ro cost
existing condition.
clerIt is not thought that the

'Must'Reading for School Folks

ool

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME

kll The Thne

-ailing prices!

A GOOD
COMPANION!

0
STATION
Phone 62

1

THE DERBY CAFE

I
I

iends

ERY

eries There
1ELIVERY

WANTED
Contract for

TOMATOES

in its broad beam—the les el-going smoothness shown in its sizable length.
Now — slip in. Settle back. Take in the
spread-out room everywhere—even to extra
room overhead from super-soft seats that
cradle you deeper.

:km's Comfort
with a capital T

PLANTS AVAILABLE MAY 16

111111111111111111

WATER VALLEY
CANNING COMPANY
Phone 16
WATER VALLEY, KY.

notice this: You can really see!
See more of everything easier—through its
higher and vs ider windshield set in narrower
corner posts—through its deep side windows, and its one-piece rear window that
makes parking and backing up so much
simpler.
Your whole outlook is broadened and driving becomes safer and more fun because
high visibility here goes along with comfort.

BUICK alone has all these feature*

hen

99
We are now signing up acreage with growers
for the production of ripe tomatoes this season,
and urge all farmers interested in growing
tomatoes to contact us promptly.

Fireball power,coil
springs all rotmd, and big soft tires, and
extra-wicle rims for comfoft with safety.
And all at prices that make this beauty the
buy of the year!
See for yourself at the nearest Buick dealer's, where you will find your dollars buying
so much you'll get your order in fast.

,IC at its clean and sweeping lines so unTOO
I mistakably Buick—the room express.:d

1Rat

So do plenty of other things—like
build them
When better automobiles are built BUICK trill

from .
Silk-smooth DYNAFLOW DRIVE* • FULI-VIEW VISION
CI Wen••
enlarged glass area • SWING-EASY DOORS and easy
cushions • Buoyant-,
UVING SPACE"INTER;ORS with Deep-Cradle
riding JADRUFLEX COIL SPRINGING• Liv,iy FIREBALL STRAIGHT.:
HI-POISED
EIGHT POWER with SELF-SETTING VALVE LiETERS plus
Low-pressure
ENGINE MOUNTINGS • Cruiser-line VENTIPORTS •
and Col,
tires on SAFETY-RIDE RIMS • DUREX BEARINGS., moin
necting rods • BODY BY FISHER
•Stondord on ROAN:AVER, optionol at extra

eaf

awe

41
6

•

Tune In HENRY J. TAYLOR, ABC Network, every

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224-228 Fourth Street

coxi on SUPER model..

Fulton, Kentucky

Monday aten,ecx

outlined the year of study, which
will include as major project,
home furnishings, style trends,
textile painting serving foods, '
reading, landscape and recreation form the rest of the annual
By IRA MILLER
routine.
Farm E/ectrificatton Bureau
Mrs. H. G. Butler appreciates
When electricity comes to the farm
cooperation given by those on
the radio program from Union It brings along an "extra hired hand."
Tireless and possessed of unlimited
City on May 3, Included were energy, the new
arrival takes to farm
jobs like a duck does to water. The
motors it operates provide the driv-

arms Are Food Factories; Time
And Labor Are Valuable Assets

Homemakers Join To
Make Good Home Living
Thu Advisory Council of the
iFulton County Homemakers met
at Hickman on May 4 and mobilized to make their world a better place in which to live.
Courtly chairman, Mrs. Ray
Taylor led the day of work.
In record time, Miss Gillette,

We Have That Good Swift's Feed!

SWIFT'S HATCHERY
FULTON

411 EAST STATE LINE

AM MI NI MIMI NI MI MI

MI MI III

AUTO BODY WORK
and PAINTING
Tractors and Farm Equipment Refinished
and Repainted.

OVERBY and SISSON
BODY SHOP
G. C. (Slim) Overby, formerly with Brady
Brothers and Jones and Grooms.
O. M. Sisson, formerly u•ith Bob White
Motor Company
Now Located On
Martin Highway at R. R. Crossing
(Formerly Kentucky Cement Block Plant)
TELEPHONE 101

MUSCLE POWER—makes way for
electric power, as small motor takes
over the job of operating former
hand corn shelter.
Ing force to perform the most difficult chores.
Because the electric motor is used
almost universally in the manufacturing industry, it is logical that It
also should find steady employrnent
on the farrn. For farms are food factories. And, llke other "industrial
plants" their successful operation depends largely upon the efficient use
they make of their time and labor.
Motors help the farmer in both ways.
In addition, the work they can get
put of producilon equipment for a
nickel's worth c% electricity wakes

CLASSIFIED ADS

ARRIVALS

Carpenter, was included with the
members to form two tables.
Mrs. Joe Fry was high scorer
for the evening. and Miss Tommie Nell Gates won the bridge
bingo prize.

At the conclusion of tke games
them mighty pleasant to have around
DEPARTMENT
the hostess served a dessert plate
at choring time Here are some "5- FOR SALE: Sunny Dip Swimcent" chores: shelling 20 bushels oi
to Mrs. Carpenter, Mrs. Fly, Mrs.
ming Pool. Call Mrs. R. H.
corn, milking 20 cows, separatins
Gerald Rachel, Mrs. Howard
Wade or Bobby Snow.
2,000 pounds of milk, sawing a cord
Stange, Mrs. Ardell Sams and
of
Dacus
Travis
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of wood, pumping 400 pails of water FOR SALE: 1948 Model 12-A
Misses Adolphus Latta and Lily
And, when it comes to hoisting hay
announce
Dukedom
One,
John Deere Combine. Excellent Route
B. Allen.
into the mow, electricity will do 11
fifpound,
eight
an
of
birth
the
Graham,
David
Condition.
at the bargain basement price of 2/3
teen ounce son born May 7 at
of e cent a ton.
Clinton, Ky., Phone 3283.
Army Worms
the Fulton Hospital.
Because of their value to farm
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Daniels of
work, many farmers have two or BEAUTIFLTL Peonies for MothInfesting Area
more portable motors on hand for
ers Day or Decoration. Ask Fulton, Route One are the parthe operation of those machines which
your neighbors tO bring you ents of a nine pound, six ounce
Heavy infestations of army
did not come equipped with their
out for they are only $1 00 per son born May 8 at the Fulton worms have been found in Ky.
own individual motors. And a good
Hospital.
East
on
farm
idea it is too, considering the jobs Dozen at our
Fulton and
Mr. and Mrs: Horace Cathey* 31 Fesque fields near
Sttte Line. For delivery call
which these small "power houses"
be rapidto
seem
They
Hickman.
eight
an
of
birth
the
COFFMAN.
announce
can perform.
ELWYN
Mrs.
son, Garey ly damaging this year's seed
pound, 12 ounce
Small motors. ranging from ir'• to
44 horsepower, can operate a con• FOR SALE: NEW CROSLEY Wayne, born May 9 at Jones crop. According to Dr. W. A.
crete mixer, one or two-hole corn
DELUX ELECTRIC STOVE. Clinic.
PriCe entomologist fr-Om Univershelter, drill press, emery wheel.
BARGAIN. CALL PHONE 38
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Ruddle
grain cleaner, potato grader and
sity of Kentut•ky the only sucOR
of
birth
618.
the
announce
Fulton
of
purnp jack Larger portable motors,
a six pound, four ounce girl, cessful known treatment is to
horsepower, can
of from 3 to
PIANO TUNING
operate a corn husker and shredder,
Mary Loraine, born May 9 at mix I pound of paris green with
ensilage cutter, hay chopper, feed It's time for your spring Piano Jones Clinic.
25 pounds of wheat brand then
grinder, grain elevator, hay hoist and tuning! Don't forget your home
before
mixture
Mr. and Mrs. J. U. McKendree dampen the
hay baler. These are typical, but by
old pi- of Fulton are the parents of a ,preading on the field.
no means all of the jobs which can tuner; I tune and rebuild
be performed by the sizes of motors anos; 48 years experience. C. C. seven pound, three ounce son,
BELT. 507 E.. State Line, Fulton. John Umphrey III, born May
found most frequently on farms
9 at Haws Hospital Mrs. McKenSpacial circuits should be provided
and
!,•
BEAUTIFUL Fealties for Dec- dree is the
norsepower
Mignone
for motors over
former
the protection for these circuits
oration Day. Ask your neigh- Wright of Fulton.
should be based on the electric load
bors to bring you out for they
of
Harris
Leon
Mr. and Mrs.
served. Both large and small motors
are only $1.00 per dozen at Hickman announce the birth of
should be equipped for easy transour farm on East State Line. a seven pound son, Cecil Glenn,
portation about the farm.
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
For delivery call Mrs ELWYN born May 10 at Haws Hospital.
Farmers should review their power
Double Feature
COFFMAN.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walker
requirements carefully before purchasing additional motors. In choosing
TYRONE POWER
announce the birth of an eight
a large motor, for example. farmers
pound, four ounce son, born May
ALICE FAYE—AL JOLSON
ars advised to select one which will Political Announcements 10 at the Fulton Hospital.
handle the heaviest power job on the
The News is authorized to anMr. and Mrs. Joe Rainey of
farm—say, silo filling, or hay curing. nounce the candidacy of the folLynnville, Route One are the
By so doing, they provide themselves
of
action
the
to
subject
lowing.
parents of a seven pound daughwith ample motor power to take care
of their top, as well as their inter- the Democratic Primary te be ter born May 11 at the Fulton
held on Saturday, August 6, 1949: Hospital.
mediate, electracal loads.

Mrs. McLeod, agent, Mesdames ed, 61 chairs reseated 238 stools
H. Bondurant, Fred Bondurant. finished and seated, 106 slip covClyde Fields, W. B. Sowell,' ers made, 344 more trays orderSmith Brown and two girls ed.
Marilyn Butler and Beverley
The County Club Library will
Cursey, Mrs. Jack Stahr is new
each "Kellygrame"
District Membership chairman. add a copy of
"Deliquent Angels." Such
Committee chairmen for In- and
books should help parents to
ternational Day are: Mrs. E. E.
problems, as
Mount, refreshments; Mrs. Har- solve their children
they represent Judge Kelly's exold Copeland, decoration; Mrs.
Wilson Hepler and Mrs. W. B. periences.
Sowell to conduct the program.
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Bowles and
Mrs. L. A. Clifton will be hostson Bobby left Thursday morness at Cliftrest.
ing for St. Louis wlifre they
Annual Day comes in the ear- went to meet Mrs. R. W. Bowles.
ly fall—plans are now behlg who with her husband reside
taken for unique entertainment. at Rolla, Mo. The party will then
to
Nominating committee consists leave for New York City
of Mesdames 0 W. Austin, Don- meet Mrs George Sherwood who
ald Mabrey and Paul Clack.
is arrii-iing from England for a
The year of efforts produced six-month visit with her daugh252 pieces of furniture refinish- ter Mrs. R. W. Bowles.

IND DRAWING NEA

For County Judge
Homer Roberts
Dee L. McNeill

MISS MARY ANDERSON
ENTERTAINS BRIDGE
CLUB THURSDAY NIGHT
Miss Mary Andel-sin wz.t hostess to her bridge club Thursday
night at her home on Central
Avenue. One guest, Mrs. Winna

For Sheriff
Leland Jewell
Myatt "Mike" Johnson
Roy Nethery
Red Garrison

For Magistrate
District No. 2
Clyde Corum
P'or County Attorney

James H. Amherg

PuRE
MILK CO.
cAnikAPASTEURIZED
401-10CENIZED

GLASS
is your guarantee of
*Fine Quality
* Full Measure
*Top Flavor

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

For Jailer
Harry Poynor

Ilome Industry,
Helping Fulton Grow.

For Tax Assessor
Elmer Murchison

ROSE OF
WASHINGTON
SOUARE

plus
DICK POWELL
JANE GREER
i 11

STATION WEST

„ern,
TULS

Added Cartoon

For Counly Court Clerk
Rob.(Hammer) Johnston
Mrs. Kathryn R. Kelly
Hazel Bradley

Last Days Friday-Saturday-Monday

rhone 813-J

4th St.

SPFCTACULAR!BOLD
vd4

HAIRUA
Robt.Presto
Chill Wills*

Pedro Armendariz
America No. 2-oCartoon
and Fox Ne vs

OUR REDUCTION SALE PRICES HIT
ROCK BOTTOM DURING FRI.-SAT.-MON.!

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

TESTWAL

111

$5
:

NEW

AUTO GLASS installed, Fulton
210
Paint and Glass Co.,
Church.
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The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky.

t•dge 10

.00 in Prizes Free

100 /MOMS OP NM /11•0 WO% I
LARAINE DAT
WYNN
KIRK DOUGLAS
HELEN WALKER

•
c

OF VAWES

For Contest Ending on Saturday

('artoon and Fox News

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO THE AWARD AT 12 NOON
•
111

FINAL PRICE!
ZEPHY ELEC. FANS
NOW $3.4p
Were $11.95

TRIPLE VOTE DAYS I
All Day Friday and Sat'dy till Noon

EXTRA BIG SPECIALS
HAY FORKS
NOW 90e
Were $1.75

WASH TUBS
Round Were $1.95

FREE
30 Nice Gifts To
30 Customers
On Friday & Sat.

BEDROOM COOLERS
Reg.der $9.95

NOW $6.95

LAWN MOWERS

ATTEND THIS PRICE SLASHING
SALE DURING THESE 3 DAYS
AND SAVE MONEY
Thousands of Additional Items
Not Listed Here.
COME IN FRIDAY. SAT'DY. MON.

Reg. $28.50

NOW $20.95

Reg. $22.95

.. NOW $14.95

Reg. $24 95

NOW $16.95

('ompare these prices and save.

KENTUCKY HDIVE. CO.
ilk so so

NOW $1.98

300,000 Extra Votes

PAINT CLOSEOUT
NOW 99c GALLON

PRESTO COOKERS (Model 604)
NOW $8.95
Were $12.95 .

Square Were $2.75

o •
NOW $1.39

ra mo us mu•im is El

MI PE

•
Premium quality at prices whicii
make it a top value. Swap your old
tires for big savings cm famous
U. S. Royal Masters. Only its premium quality gives: * Air Ride
comfort; * the greatest stopping
power in tires; * lifetime skid
protection.

Comedy and Serial
SUNDAY - MONDAY
RANDOLPH SCOTT
NANCY KELLY
in

FRONTIER
MARSHALL

FITS THI'R PRFSENT WHEELS

Wheel Alignment
Inspection
%,11
op.

Comedy and Cartoon
TUE. - WED. - THUR.
Double Feature
IDA LUPINO
CORNET. WILDE

ROAD HOUSE

Misaligned N !le rob valuable tire mileage.
Ow 'sports check your wheel
Ilignsuent FRZE.

Fulton,
Ky.

wia el we so m so IN so

i UFF
l
:
R"P

BURKS PONTIAC COMPANY
1TH and DEPOT STS.
SWAP

NOW

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
--TIM HOLT—NAN LESLIE
in

GUN OF HATE

71c

LOOK! LAST CHANCE!

COAL PACK CANNERS
Were $2.15 .. NOW $1.55

PRESTO COOKERS
NOW $12.95
Were $16.95

'MAD

79c and 89c

NATIONAL PRESSURE COOKER
NOW $17.95
Fair Trade Price $21.95

CREAM BUCKETS
NOW AT COST 75c and 85c

ot.stiDDED

GALV. COAL HODS

EMERSON JR FANS
NOW $9.95
Were $16.95

LARD TINS
Now Special at 35c

10001

3 DAYS ONLY!

SING
NEIGHBOR SING

FULTON, KY.

AND

SAVE

I/I I I I
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irved a dessert plate
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WHEN PRICES

Area

ARE HIGHEST?

stations of army
been found in Ky.
ilds near Fulton and
ey seem to be rapid; this year's seed
ling to Dr. W. A.
tlogist frOm UniverLunt). the only sucen treatment is to
. of paris green with
,f wheat brand then
before
mixture
t the field.

Originated in 1937

Good. BIG eggs In the fall and early
winter are worth TWICE AS MUCH as
eggs in late winter cind spring. Purina
Research tests show that Purina Grow.
*no raised birds I pound heavier at
laying time than pullets on a poor grow.
ing feed. And the BIG pullets laid lots
more big eggs!

Grow Your Pullets
on NEW PURINA

GROWENA CHECKER-ETTS
We Have a Full Line of

ible Feature
POWER
aYE—AL JOLSON
la

OSE OF
SHINGTON
OUARE
plus
VELL
JANE GREER

SOY BEANS AND SEED CORN
especially adapted for this area, including
EARLY S-100, OGDEN, ARKSOY,
VIRGINIA BROWN BEANS
FUNK'S `'G" Hybrid, PFISTER hybrid, Ky. 103,
U. S. 13, and OPEN POLLINATED seed corn

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
409 COLLEGE ST.
PHONE 620
Custom seed Cleaning
Custom Grinding and Mixing
W1
1110111
611
11 ....11
.
.
M111111
•
1111
.
.
11 111111111

ION WEST
dded Cartoon

SALE!

• MON. TUES.

fee'

10 Per Cent REDUCTION
ON ALL MERCHANDISE

5
LAR!BOLD

ELECtRIC RANGE
TO BE GIVEN AWAY ABSOLUTELY

Presto
I Wills*
rmen riz
Noe 2-00Cartoon
Fox Ne vs

- THI'RSDAY
APKI .11.51
0 among o•

ALISAINE DAT
WYNN

FREE!
Oil SATURDAY, JUNE 4TH
Tickets will be given for each purchase made
during this sale, to entitle you to a chance on
the range. You do not have to be present to win.

MARY NELL PAGE
Mr. and Mrs. Paul 'Cathey
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Suiter in Martin.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Alexander
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Harold McDaniel in Crystal,
Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis LeCornu,
Otis, Jr., Marion Armbruster,
Mrs. Martha Roby, and Andy Cathey spent Sunday in Dyers!,urg with Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cathey and fnmily.
Miss Maude Sisson and Cornel Sisson visited Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Fagan and family in Union City Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Starks and
daughter visited the former's
mother, Mrs. Zep Starks in Pilot
Oak Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Ruddle
spent Sunday afternoon with Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Holland of Witter Valley.
Freddie Roberts spent Sunday
at_ Reelfoot Lake.
Airs. Morella Rhodes and Mrs.
Liza Rhodes of Detroit, Mich.,
and Mrs. Effie Starks, Mary Opal
Starks and Mrs. Zep Starks of
Pilot Oak spent Monday with
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Starks.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hawkins,
Mary Nell Page and daughter
spent Sundap with Mr. and Mrs.
Alton Jeffress and daughter. The
occasion was to honor Mrs. Hawkins on Mothers Day and her
birthday.
We have two new office girls,
Miss Betty Johnson in the front
office and Miss Joan Verhine in
the shipping office. Welcome to
Siegle City Betty and Joan.
Duncan Alexander played on
the Harris baseball team last
Thursday night. They played
Alartin and won with a score of
5 to 3.

"r• SECTION
Carrye Lee Etheridge
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Grubbs
had supper with Mr. and Mrs.
James Grubbs Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Puckett and
Glenn were Sunday
dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McAlister.
Alma Bolton
missed
work
Thursday because of illness.
Garnette, how many frogs did
you get Saturday night? I hope
vou had better luck with yours
than I did. Mine jumped out of
the sink after I had pulled all
his skin off.
Vada Walker missed Thursday

'Memory Lives
In Pictures
For yourself,
for your family,
for your friends
. . . a picture
says more than
a thousand
words!

I0

KIRK DOUGLAS
REIXN WAIMEA

and Fox News

•PLUMBING SUPPLLES
• KITCHEN FIXTURES
• BATHROOM FIXTURES

11 CI 13 SUPPLY
Main St.

Phone 110

1
T
kVi
- SATURDAY

.T—NAN LESLIE
in

Make an Appoint Today.

Gardner's Studio
212 Commercial
Phone 698

Fulton

MAKE YOUR CAR RUN LIKE
HEW WITH A

OF HATE

H SCOTT
NANCY KELLY
in

VI
Rana
"
MD
* COMPLETELY TORN DOWN
AND REBUILT TO PRECISION
STANDARDS

DNTIER
"RSHALL

* WORN PARTS REPLACED
WITH GENUINE FORD PARTS
* AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

y and Cartoon
WED. - THUR.

hie Feature
NO
CORNEL WILDE

HOUSE

ITTUFF

SING
IBOR SING

INSTALLED IN YOUR CAR OR TRUCK
Price Includes Clidch Exchange, Labor and Oil

$149.50

(If old block is net eraeked)

Genuine Ford Batteries $14.95 Exchange (Lowest di,scount to Garages.)

J. V. CA$11
• MOrOR CO.
.`

MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

FULTON'
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Our deepest sympathy to Mrs.
Liza Murphy and Mrs. Virgil
Bondurant whose sister, Mrs.
Nannie Trevathan, died Saturday morning at Haws Hospital.
Nannie was a bushier in the 3rd
unit.

ignated as Decoration Day at the
Water Valley cemetery. There
Mrs. Cora Farmer entertained vvill be a short memorial servMr. and Mrs. Ben Evans have
the bridge club with a coca-cola ice at 2:30 with Bro. Boswell as returned from a visit to
Hier
party last Tuesday
afternoon. speaker.
son, Dr. Ben P. Evans and faultiThe following members were
Sunday, May 15 is also Dec- ly in Water Valley, Miss.
present, Mrs. Wilma Wilson, Mrs. oration Day at Bethlehem cemeMrs Norman Terry left SatLila Bradley, Mrs. Jess Moss, tery near Pilot Oak. There will
urday for Oklahoma City to visMrs. Coda Craddock, Mrs. Will be an all day singing with the it
her sister, Mrs. J. C. Brann.
Yates, Mrs. W. L. Durbin Mrs.
"Happy Goodman Family" presMr. and Mrs Gilbert DeMyer
Gilson Latta and the hostess.
ent. There will also be dinner on and children spent Sunday
Mrs. June Bradley was in
the grounds at nook
Memphis.
town last Wednesday shopping
Mr and Mrs. W. U. Brann, Mr.
and Mrs. H. E. Wilson spent last
Sunday at Kentucky Lake.
Airs. J. W. Arnett and Mrs.
Warren Johnson are on the sick
list.
Mr. and Mrs. Whit Garne,r
Mrs. Lila Bradley and Mrs.
Charles Wilson spent Thursday
of last week at their cabin on
Kentucky Lake housecleaning,
painting, trimming shrubs and
etc.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilson Latta and.
Warren Johnson attended the
Kentucky Derby Saturday.
Mrs. Virgil Arnett was a din- I
ner guest of Mrs. Carl Pirtle ,
Saturday.
;
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pirtle and'
children spent Sunday with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Reed.
The Woman's Society of Christian Service met at the Water
Valley Methodist Church Monday afternoon.
ELECTRIC RANGE
The students of the Water Valley school presented a program
"Cotton Blossom Time'' at the
school Wednesday night.
All
characters were in black face
with speciality numbers of songs
of the deep south, trumpet and
other numbers.
Graduation excerces for students of the Water Valley school
were held Thursday night with
Bro. C. E. Boswell as speaker.
His subject was "America, Past,
Present and Future."
Sunday, May 15, has been des-

Personals

a

PHILCO...

su.:49(tace

AMAZI
NG
VALUE
WORTH'20 TO YOU!
oh'has

"SPACESAVER"

BUSHIELS
PER ACRE

at°a oditee4

;ze avil
1
,P-7

God giveth and God taketh away
Though we never understand it,
There must be a reason why
God sees fit to take our
Loved ones to is home up
In the sky.
Nannie, you have been a
blessing,
In your home and in all
you've done,
And with God's help we all
will see you
When our life race has been won.

WILUAMS HDWE.CO.
CLINTON

All

fie; 119"
DELUXE EIRTURIS

ATKO EXTRA

NTIINIMP

COO

Si995 VALVE

.yours fe *ay
EASY TERMS
NEVI

•Amazing "Spacesaver" cooks for a family ox d—yet
4ta in leas than 2 feet square! Big Oven hokla a 30-lb.
turkey. 3 Full-Size Super-Speed Surface Unita. Past
!troller. 6-Qt. Deep-Well Cooker. Stainless finish, and
top-quality construction throughout.

diAnZemera„.q(opl/
BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 MAD1 STREET

PHONE 21111

FULTON

.
61 11111111.111111.111WINIIMIIMINEWMIlld

OBION COUNTY* FLYING CLUB

AIR SHOW
TOM STEWART AIRFIELD
Union City. Tennessee

THEE TRICKS' SUNDAY, MAY 15
BEGINNING AT 1:30 P.M.
TAKE BASS'
Dedicated To

GEN. CLIFTON B. CATES
Commandant of the U. S. Marine Corp.

— Featuring —

THE WORLD FAMOUS
10 PIECE MARINE CORPS BAND
COLE BROS. --- 9 Big Acts of Acrobatic Flying
,Fred Hooirs 155th N.A.G. Sqdn.

P-47s

105th N.A.G. Sqdn.

P-47s
_
ADMISSION: Advance 75c, Gate $1.00

Children under 12 years et age F'REE When accompanied
by AdIdts A

PHONE 42

ISEIREM

...SOLD

e-s
e t•eP
r litaS
AND GUARANTEED BY

Maudine Dickerson was the
weekend guest of Bonnie Cherry.
Peck Elgood spent Sunday at
Kentucky Lake fishing.
Gladys, are you gonna let Jim
put his refreshments in your new
Frigidaire or make him use that
old ice box on the back porch?
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Allen of
Memphis spent the weekend with
Dorothy Stephenson.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Morris, Rt.
4, Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Bell of
Dukedom visited Mr. and Mrs.
M. J. Tyson Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Martin
and family spent Sunday with
the latter's mother, Mrs. Dean
Lee of Milburn, Ky.
Pauline, I've heard of bats in
the belfrey but not of live bull
frogs in the ice box.
Mrs. Donoho, why was your
face so red when you came out
of the rest room Tuesday morning?
Mrs. Lorene Roberts spent the
weekend in Memphis.
Sally Jones spenV.Seturday in
Jackson.
Odell Killebrew, Bobby -McMillin and Mr. and Mrs. Therman Evans spent the weekend in
Nashville. They attended the
Grand Ole Opry Saturday night.
Mary Katherine Hale and Glenn
Brooks attended the boat dance
Wednesday
in Hickman
last
Harvest more clean, uncle rnnight.
•ged grain ... slie• harvesting
A. L. McWhorter was the Satcosts to a minimum vrith a dependable John DINH No. 12-A
urday dinner guest of his daughStraight-nrough Combine.
ter Mrs. Irene Clark.
Yeovil appreseske ks *Met.
darlIne Scearce, daughter nf
lent work in aU cornbineablis
Ruth Scearce, has been ill with
crops... Its simple,full-width.
the measles.
straight-through construcMr. and Mrs. Carl Greer were
tion ...
sae* el operation
the Tuesday supper guests of Mr. .. Its light weight end low
power requirements . . . its
and Mrs. Hanley Yates of Maylasting strength for field defield. They attended the Fukonpendability . . . end many
Mayfield baseball game.
features which offer you maximum satisfaction throughout
Contributed by Geneva Noips
it• long life. See us soon.

Miss Annie Watt Smith has
returned to her horne in Memphis after spending the weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
T. J. Smith on Jackson street.

dy and Serial
- MONDAY

and Friday because of illness.
Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Itarwood and
son, Jerry anC tvIrs. Eldon D.
Toon and son, Ronnie had supper with Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Pinegar Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Austin had
as their Sunday dinner guests
Mr. and Mrs. N. D. Simpson and
son, J. D.
Mary Samons was dismissed
from the Fulton Hospital Friday.
Mary is getting along very nicely' at her home at 500 Fourth
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burgess
visited Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Bradley Sunday.
"B" SECTION
Martha Luther

Number Nineteen

WATER VALLEY
mrs. w. V. Arnett, Col%

ite44 90:40,
HENRY I. SIEGEL-CITY
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A Tremendous Four Hour Show

Friday, May 6, 1949
'
The Fulton County
e,,ge

4-H'ers To Europe

Attention Farmers:

DEAD STOCK REMOVED fREE

ave
mar
mai-

gat-

yer
ia

MS, t

In Sanitary Trucks
Stock Yards
Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.
Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

DRIVE-IN CAFE
Owned and Operated
By RAY CLONTS
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods

PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS
ICE COLD BEER
By the Bottle

By the Case

HOURS: 7:30 A.M. to MIDNIGHT
Phone 9194
Depot Street

Prices Reduced!
SAVE $35.75
213 5 6
fOLIle912
r71"Lic‘d
8 cu.ft. REFRIGERATOR
A real value at this
price! There's ample
storage space for
the average family.
Has roomy freezer
compartment — two
"tilt-out" aluminum
ice cube trays vrith
handy ejector. Also
plenty of room for
meats or extra ice
cubes in the glass
mcat holder. Three
full-width shelves
plus bottle space for
maximum shelf storage; glass covered
criiper for moist
cold storage of fruits
and vegetables. 6year warra.nty.

Mrs. C. E. Williams, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Adair Cannon
had as 'their Sunday guests Mr.
OC.&
and Mrs. I. C. Colley, Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Cavender, M. T.
Cannon and Jesse Cavender.
Mr. and Mrs. Doil Phillips
were in Mayfield Thursday.
visited
Sarah Hibbs
Mrs.
friends and relatives near Bayou
de Chein church this weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irvan enjoyed a fish supper with Mr. and
Mrs. Paul J. Brann, Sunday
night.
Mrs. Inrz Vineyard of Detroit
is visiting her paren's, Mr. and
Mrs. T, A. Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Williams,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmet Cannon and
Mr. and Mrs. Elzo Foster visited
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams
awhile Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Johns visCHARLES BASTIN
ited Mr. and Mrs. Henson Jones
ALICE MARIE WORD
Sunday afternoon.
and Charles Bastin of
Alice Marie Word fo Christian county get a first-hand view
Mr. and Mrs. T. N. Sneed visitJefferson county, 4-H club members, will will
be among 27 club
ed Mrs. Bittie Williams and Mts.
of how European farm people live. They
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J. S. Ladd awhile Monday.
members from 20 states to go abroad under better acquainted.
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They will live on
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Miss Betty Ridgeway is visi*friends and relatives in Deing
day evening.
troit.
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visiting
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way visited Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Nashville attending the Grand
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spent
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PERSONALS
Mrs. Frank Allen is able to be
ents Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Wes
up again from a recent operation
3,1r. and Mrs. Maxwell McDade
Harper.
al.
and children, Ann and Max visMrs. Dudley Meachem visited at Haws Hospit
Mr. and Mrs. Clarapce Cope- ited her parents, in Almo, Tenn..
her mother, Mrs. Daisy Tompson.
y
spent Sunda
Sunday.
Little Judith Lynn Clayton land and family
Mrs. John Boaz of Memphis
of her with Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Weaks
guest
was Saturday
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Floyd
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Wallac
over to see Mrs
Mrs. Susie Bell Gardner and ter of Martin was
Thursday afternight at the Methodist church.
son, Larry spent Monday with Valvie Fuller
noon Mrs. Fuller has been very
NIr. and Mrs. Bill Bradley an,!
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some
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son Glynn Ray spent Sunday
Joel Tompson of Union City sick for severa
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with Mrs. J. L. Bradley of Watspent Sunday evening with his qnproved
Mrs. Stanley Beadles and chil- er Valley.
mother, Mrs. Daisy Tompson.
Mrs.
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Mrs. J. L. Bradley spent MonConnie Newton of
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and Mrs. Bill Bradley.
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g
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visitvisitin
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spent weekend in Memph
of his new daughter
ing his mother who is in the acquaintance
Gatha Mozelle.
hospital.
Hutchens .visited
Raymond
Clay Merrell of Fulton and
his parents, Mr.
sister from Harris Station visit- Sunday with
in
Robert Hutchens
ed Mrs. Woodrow Merrell Mon- and Mrs.
Hickman.
Ray,
Mr. and Mrs. Preston
Mrs. L. C. Woods and Mrs. R. T.
I-L:tchens and children visited in
Hickman Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Louise Cope of Paducah
was week end guest of Mr. and
1`.'Frs. Elmer Hawks and Mrs. Virvinia Cope.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Noles and
daughter of Crutchfield visited
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Mosier awl
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hutchens
FOR RICHER PASTURE
and Louise, NIrs. Davis LaceLivestock thrive on
well and children were guests
pasture land that is
rich in minerals.
of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Hutchens
Apply FOURLEAP
Tuesday night.
Powdered Rock
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Brockman
Phosphate for
ce Beard,
jricher pasture ... :rv.1 Sue. Mrs. Beatri
pUR
and more profitJonelle and Shirley Markling
k.
visited Mr. and Mrs. John Asbell
PHOS HATE able livestoc
and family Sunday afternoen afPMA payments rnad• on its use
ter spending part afternoon at
Ebenezer cemetery.
Charles T. Cannon
Mrs. Beatrice Beard of East ,
Fulton, Ky Fulton was Sunday guest of Mrs.1
Route 5,
E. E. Brockman.
Rev. J. F. McMinn filled hisj
or write rot THOMSON INIOSPHATI CO.
M.
n.
Sunday ,
407 S. Dearbor ChIsage,
appointment
regular

SAVE $19.65
Vaft4 'Ned ee,

9785 prestont
WASHER
Seeded 7eetteete4
• Family size porcelain tub
holds up to 8 lbs. of dry
wash.
• Proven three vane agitator
gets clothes cleaner.
• Large wringer with semisoft roils and instant safety
release.
• Automatic reversible drain,
board.
• Never needs oiling — fully
guaranteed.

Equipped

With Drain Pump

trestone
HOME AND AUTO SUPPLY
PHONE 10

412 LAKE ST.

FULTON ROUTE 3

FIRST CHOICE of BASEBALL STARS

Genuine Ecuadorean

PANAMAS
BEE COOL straws
'My choice...says Al Zarilla I Yes,
ore the choice of men in all
fields...for their coolness, comfort...
distinction in styling,

$4 95
•

BECAUSE IT'S

a

MiliggriMak

It is not unusual
for a bushel of

'PIONEER

Hybrid Seed Corn
to &Mace up to 750
13ZrieIs of
Sound Quality
Corn in the Crib
Do Yoli Know of any Other Farm
Investment that costs SO little
anci Pays so well as

PIONEER.

I AGED noir
!
ILM4 MONTH
NOT SITTER
IVOT SWEET!

3.1111:4 RIGHT/

EE E WAYS
S
or South American PANAMA

Braided

That's Why
Stars in quality...aces in value,
ional and
profess
sports,
with
Bee Cool straws SCORE
business men throughout the country.

Braided BREEZEWAYS
South Ant?riccn PANAMAS

AMERICA'S
CHOICEST
P1LSNER
`irsainev so',"

$3.95
_ $4.95

Other Bee Cool Straws
$1.98 to $2.98

Sterling

Hybrid S

L. KASNOW
ALL-ORAIN

TeRil//6/
;furling &ewers, Inc., Evansville, Ind.

448 LAKE ST.

FULTON

ook Your Best in a Bee Hot

T he

iday, May 6, 1949
In West Kentucky

Phone 237

FBA!" STARS

Services for G. Tom Taylor,
Republican leader in Tennessee
politics for many years and
Memphis
postmaster,
former
were held at i 1 Monday morning at the home of his son Bob
I. Taylor of Dyersburg, Tenn.
Burial was in the family lot
in Fairview Cemetery there.
died Saturday
Mr. Taylor
night at Baptist Hospital in
Memphis. He was 87. In recent
years, he had maintained his
home in Dyersburg and operated a grain business at Newbern,
Tenn. While he had retired from
active leadership in the Republican Party in the state several
years ago, he had continued to
vote the party ticket.
Mrs. R. M. Alford of this city
attended the services.

I N atiTilliaURNITUfit

A Cedar Chest Will Be the
Graduate's Prized Possession!

Mr. and Mrs. Willis Jackson
and boys, Mrs. Owen Jackson of
Clinton, Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
Lowry, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Lowry, Mr. and Mrs. R: S. Gossum, Jerry and Larry Gosstun,
Jimmie Allen Lowry and Marshall Lowry were dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Burnal Lowry
Sunday.
Mrs. Mildred Murphy spent
Monday with her mother, Mrs.
Tie Finley.
Mrs. John Yates shopped in
Mayfield Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett
and Mr. and Mrs. Pug Puckett
spent Sunday in Memphis visiting relatives.

ts, BEE COOL straws

en in oll
s, comfort...

'91

$4•95

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carr
have purchased an electric stove.
Marshall Lowry spent Monday
night with his granddaughter,
Mrs. R. S. Gossum and family.
Mrs. B. G. Lowry was hostess
to thirteen ladies Thursday afternoon when they met at her
home for a party.
Mr. and Mrs B. G. Lowry visited Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Lowry
Friday evening.
A large crowd is expected to
attend the Homecoming Day "at
Church
Bethlehem Methodist
Sunday.
Mrs. Will Collins visited Mrs.
ay
Tommie Wadlington Saturd
afternoon. Mrs. Wadlington is
improving from an attack of the
flu.

DUICEDOM ROUTE 2
Joyce Taylor, Cor.

:E WAYS
rn PANAMAS
in value! That's Why
h sports, professional and
Aout the country.

Bli.. and Mrs. J. E. Finley visited Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House
Saturday.
The nice rain that fell Sunday night was appreciated very
much by the farmers of this
community.
Mrs. J D. Yates and Miss Bulah Mooi:e were guests of Mrs.
Bertha Rickman Friday evening.
NIrs. O. F. Taylor and Joycej
called on Miss- Allie Rowland'
Saturday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and
. girls and Mr. and Mrs. Stanfield
were in Fulton Saturday.
Mesdames Tenaie House, Rita
Yates
Vaughan and Evaline
called on Mrs. Virginia Wray
Tuesday.
Sue Owen visited Shirley Colburn Thursday night.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
T. Rickman were Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Yates, Mr. and Mrs. William Killebrew and Patsy. '
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor vis
ited Mr. and Mrs. Stanfield awhile Sunday evening.
Betty and Peggy Casey spent
last weekend in Mayfield visit
ing friends.
Mrs. Bertha Rickman is not
imvoving any at this time.
Jane Owen called on Joyce ,
1
Taylor Thursday evening.
Several from this community
attended the Baccalaurate Ser-1
mon at Cuba Sunday night. It
ed by Rev. Ray Wilwas prea:h.
liams, pastor of the First Methodist Church in May-field.

S

$4.95

;2.98

RuRE
MILK CO.

a re

FULTON
in a,Bee Hot

HOPE CHEST
Extra large, extra-beautigenuine Franklin
ful,
chest has everything that
can be put into a fine piece
of furniture! Waterfall
front, tray, lock-and-key
and free $250 moth policy;

We're starting right off the reel to give you some
real FAN bargains ... not waiting until summer is
gone. SHOP NOW ... BUY NOW! You pay these
prices . .. less 20 percentb

Solid red cedar.

8-inch DOMINION oscillating fan,reg. ____ $5.95
8-inch LeJOHN oscillating fan, reg. ____ $6.95
$12.95
10-inch EMERSON oscillating fan, reg
12-inch POLAR CUB oscillating fan reg. $17.50
$17.95
10-inch G. E. oscillating fan, reg.

$64.95
FRANKLIN CEDAR CHESTS
cedar. ConHere is another beautiful-macre chest of solid red
the Hope
than
er
small
tain:. tray and locking lid. Somewhat
chest
$59.95

FRANKLIN WHITE CEDAR CHESTS
this genuine
Beautiful constructed for years of pleasure,
$250 moth
the
and
tray
h
lengt
fullins
conta
FrankFn chest
$19.95
cedar
•-"0- goes with every one. Solid white

Introducing to Fulton--

Shapleigh Electric Refrigerators

$17.95
l0-inch DOMINION oscillating fan, reg.
10-inch SAINISON oscillating fan, rubber
$21.95
safety blades, reg.
10-inch EMERSON osc'ing fans, reg. $21.95; $24.95
12-inch POLAR CUB osc'ing on stand reg. $27.50
$33.50
12-inch G. E. oscillating fan reg
$34.95
reg
s
3
12-inch SPARTON osc'ing fan; speed
SECO WINDOW FAN, 18-inch blades, overal/
_ $59.95
size 24x24, Two Speeds, reg
ROOM COOLER (fits any window), reg ___$9.95
NU-AID WINDOW FAN, 20-inch blade;
$69.95
3 speeds, reg.
VORNADO FLOOR FAN (ideal for office; stand
$25.00
and protective grille; reg.
UTILITY COOLER (water-cooled fan and unit)
$69.95
(fits in window), reg.

24-HOUR
RADIO
REPAIR
SERVICE
tubes
We carry a complete stock of parts and
repair all
for all makes and models, and we
makes and"models-24 Hour Service.
Pickup and Delivery

THE LATEST PHONOGR PH

rii°/like
THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE
As Surveyed by BillbOard'
Magazine

Specifications:

Glass Milk Bottles

;NOW

Our Gift to All Graduates
FRANKLIN

oo

PASTEURIZED
-10110GENIZED

ol Straws

Now! 20% Reduction On All Cedar Chests!

Candor will lose you son),.
friends, but not as many as deceit. -Young.

$3.95

S

*•••F U LT0N , K Y. •••

319-323 WALNUT ST..... Sitite4V01.41e.

PILOT OAK

,MAS

e

Services For Torn Taylor
Held at Dyersburg, Tenn

Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Cor.

uadorean

rage

Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky

*Leakproof
'Sanitary
*Thrifty
•Transparent
"'Handy
Insist on Glass!

Fulton Pure Milk Co.
-A Home IndustrY,
Helping Fulton Grow.
Phone 1113-J
4th St.

Completely BondCabinet-20 Gauge Steel,- Metal Surfaces
. Baked Prime
e.ized. Finished with Two Coates of Enamel
Lock Handle and
Coat and High-Gloss, High-Bake Dulux. and Heel Covers
Adjustable Strike Chrome Plated. Hinges
Painted White.
New Baked Liner
(nterlor-Liner of Food Compartment hasResistact Qualities.
Finish with Stainless, Odorless, Abrasive
Shelf of Gldss,
Wire Shelving Bright Zinc Plated. Bottom Crisper,' White
Pioviding Cover for Crisper Pan. Vegetable
num, Center
Porcelain. Glass Shelf Serves as Cover Alumi
Food CompartMounted Evaporated. Glass Defrosting Tray.
Door is
when
on
ment Illuminated by Light which Turns
t:y‘ned. Equipped with Four Ice Cube Trays.

ool. Top
Insulation-Door, Sides and Back: 3 inches Glassw
and Bottom 4 inches Glasswool.
HermetiCompressor and Evaporator Assembly-1-8 H.P.
ed in
cally Sealed Unit with Static Cooled Condenser. Mount
.
System
in
erant
Refrig
12
Cabinet from Front. Freon
.
Temperature Control-Ten Temperature Ranges
and
Dimensions- 60 9-16 inches High, 30 3-4 inches Wide
26 1-2 inches Deep.
10.44
Capacity-Net Capacity: 7.50 cubic feet. Shelf Area
square feet.
No. 7-4875-C-7 50 Cubic feet

REFRIGERATION UNIT GUARANTEED 5 YEARS

1

95

1. Cruising down
the river

6. Again

2. Forever and Ever

7. Riders In The Sky

3. "A" You're
Adorable

8. Sunflower

4. Careless Hands

9. Far Away Places

5. Red Roses for a
Blue Lady

10. So Tired

ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER
Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, Metal Storage
Flassock-Type Storage Cases (bold 100 records/.

Cabinets

p

's Page
The Woman

404, 1,t
3,1)6
A. •

TAYLOR'S

Handle
Only

The Guild of the First ChrisMrs. Howard-Edwards was hostess to the Thursday night sup- tian church enjoyed a pot luck
per club at her home on Pearl supper at the church Monday
night at 6:30 with Mrs. Ray
street.
Hunter, Mrs. Al T. Owens, Mrs.
A delectable supper was serv- Earl Bouldin and Mrs. Moore
ed buffet style from a prettily Joyner hostesses.
appointed table centored with
A delectable supper was servan arrangement of valley lilies
ed from a prettily appointed
and roses.
table with center arrangements
Following the supper games of of purple iris flanked by, pink
contract were enjoyed during and blue tapers in crystal holdthe evening. Mrs. Laurence Hpl- ers.
land was awarded high club
Following the supper the regprize and Mrs. Russ Anderson
received low. The score was kept ular monthly meeting was held
with the president, Mrs. Frank
on attractive Mexican tallies.
Guests to the club were Mrs. Beadles, presiding. The meeting
Byron Blagg, Mrs. Gene William- opened with the Lord's Prayer
son, and Miss Mary Swann Bus- followed by a song "In the Hour
hart. Members playing were Mrs. of Trial." The devotional was
Holland, Mrs. Anderson, Mrs. given by, Mrs. Wallace Shankle
Homer Wilson and Mrs. Billy and Mrs'Perry L. Stone led the
prayer.
Blackstone.
Miss Elizabeth Witty was proTHURSDAY CLUB
gram leader and presented Mrs.
MEETS AT HOME
David Sundwick who sang a solo
OF MRS. ROBERTS
"The Years At The Spring.'' She
Mrs. A. B. Roberts entertained was accompanied by Miss Marothe Thursday afternoon bridge lyn Shannon. Mrs. Stone gave
club at her home on Jackson an interesting report of the conference held at the Christian
street.
Following several progressions Church in Humboldt, Tenn., last
of contract Mrs. C. L. Maddox week.
was given the high score prize.
At the close of the program
At the close of the games the
a contest was enjoyed. The meethostess served strawberry shortthe Guild
Mesdames ing was dismissed with
cake and cokes to
benediction.
Maddox, N. T. Morse, Bunn
Copeland, Felix Gossum, Robert
Graham, Rupert Stilley, Don Hill RUTH ALLEN SUNDAY
SCHOOL CLASS HAS
and Mel Simons.
SUPPER 51EET MONDAY

ETHYL

REGULAR

WE GUARANTEE OUR GASOLINE to perform in your car
as well as any now being sold in this trade territory. YOU
MUST BE SATISFIED OR YOUR MONEY CHEERFULLY
REFUNDED.
SEE US for the BEST DEAL IN TOWN on tires and tubes. We
sell Goodyear.
Road and Wrecker service DAY and NIGHT

PIPELINE GAS CO.
Phone 9188

Lake Street and State Line

HOMES GO

CHRISTIAN CHURCH
GUILD ENJOYS POT
LUCK SUPPER MEET

MRS. EDWARDS
ENTERTALNS
SLIPPER CLUB

Dependable,
mai" Good Quality
109 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 183
FULTON

ODERN!

MARTIN•BSENOUR

This superb finish is desirable for
homes, hospitals, clubs, schools,
hotels and offices ... anywhere when
a long-lasting finish is a necessity!

Tho Ruth Allen Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist Church
met NIonday at the church for a
pot luck supper and foi its regular monthly meeting.
A delightful supper was enjoyed by the 26 persons present.
Airs. Allen was observing her
!Arthday and was given a gift
of $41.50 which was given to
the carpet fund for the new carpet that is to be bought for the
church.
session
business
After the
gamzs- -and- -eontests -were enjoyed.

7A)

Semi-lustrous finish that dries
in a jiffy. Cleans easily with soap
snd water . . . and remains beautiful
=usually long. The all interior finish for wooc:,
plaster, metal, canvas, wallboard, etc. Eight breath.
caking companion colors as well as white.'

PERSONALS

PHONE 926

ELIZABETH WITTY Editor

Why PaY More
24c

CIRCLES 4 AND 6
'MEET TOGETHER AT
BAPTIST CHURCH

tit

.
,aka

$5.00 Gallon
207 CHURCH

Friday, May 13, 1949

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
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tl-tonc.
mium MOSS
1111111101

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.

PHONE 35

Circles 4 and 6 met together
for the regular monthly meeting
Monday afternoon at 3:30 at the
Ii;:st Baptist Church with 18
members and two visitors Mrs.
Temple and Mrs. Allen Austin,
present.
Mrs. James Heisner reviewed
part of the study book "Pray
Ye" by Mrs. Willford Tyler.

Obion Health nurse will
the South Fulton school
morning, May 13, at 10
for the annual pre-school

All parents are urged to bring
their children who will enter
school next fall.
Competition in commerce, deceit in councils, dishonor in nations, dishonesty in trusts, begin with "Who shall be. greatest?"—Mary Baker Eddy.

You're
0141.4*
Know
111 Need
We One oFtlEARIN6

with

THAT NEW

the

No

CLEANED
—Until You're Heard
All About OK's
Newest Discovery!

East State Line
Phone 471

226 Church St.

TA

Head start to

SUCCESS:.
with an

ELC I N
G raduation

is an end
and a beginning, and a
time never to be forgotten
because you gave the
traditional gift—an Elgin
Watch. Elgin is • gift of
confident timekeeping—
the only watch with the
DuraPower Mainspring
that elimin•tes 99% of
watch repairs due to steel
mainspring failures.
Convenient terms.

Elgin De Luse. 17jieleels adjusted. 10K
natural gold filled lapped rase. ulth 'penal three-lune crystal. Gold filled basket
weave band. $67.50
Elgin De Luse. 17jesods. adjusted. 10K
mound gold filled case. Utah meted crvs•
. . . other Eivess
tat. .N.rion cord. $50
In= $29.75,Prices snclistie Federal tax.

Only ELGIN has the cla DuraPower Mainspring
&lade

j230---en

metal

,ro
Pst.

LW,

4/0/11
TRAILWAYS

g6OU

NEW

Mkt/SAFAVildr
;1.-A
;-

botween ST.LOUIS and
ZPCKSONVILLE

Fulton

Roofing, Gutters
Down Spouts
Heating and Air
Conditioning Eqpt.
Stahless Steel, and
Aluminum Work.

SitIllt
phone 398

1
e:7

V.

Over the VULCAN ROUTE
viA C7-C Girardeau, Mo - Jackson, Tenn. • T
I
M.ss.
Go.
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. -Columbus, Go. Leave FULTON, KENTUCKY
Soutlabound
Northbound
4:10 P.M.
12:53 P.M.
10:10 A.M.
11:07 P.M

Pbone 44

4th and Carr Sts.

E. M. (Scotty) SCOTT,
JOHN WHITAKER

It Pays To Advertise In The News!

Ititention Ladles
Attesed ale FREE Teippan Cooking School
Let ... The hosiery rooloresemiotties show
you how easy yes see
cook on gas.
To be.lteld et the — —

ORPIIEUM

new

PRANTOMOLD

SUIT or DRESS

SCOTT'S
TIN SHOP

Uri

OBION COUNTY
Haliturlir NORSE
TO BE HERE
The
be at
Friday
o'clock
clinic.

DON'T HAVE

Mr. and Mrs. Ruy Pickering
spent Sunday with their mothers, Mrs. R. E. Pickering and
Mrs. Elizabeth Osgood.
and Doyle
Frields
Carey
Frields spent Sunday at Kentucky Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Moore Joyner
visited in Union City Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Murphy
and daughter, Cessy have returned from a visit in Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. Shawie Noffel
and children, Sandra and Edwin were Sunday guests of relatives in Fulton.
Frank Scott who had a stroke
was
Louisville
last week in
brought to Fulton by the Whitnel Hornbeak ambulance Sunday
and carried to the Fulton Hospital,
Miss Mary Homra has returned from Louisville where she was
the guest of her sister, Miss
Kathrine Homra and attended
the Kentucky' Derby.
Mrs. Joe Bennett, Jr., and son,
Follis have rettirned from a
visit with relatives in Humboldt,
Tenn., while there they attended he Srawberry Festival.
Billy Murphy, was the weekend guest of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Murphy on Second
street.
Mrs. Ernest Cardwell and Miss
Elizabeth Witty attended theStrawberry Festival in Humboldt, Tennessee Thursday. They
were accompanied by Richard
and Frankie Cardwell, Bobby
Cursey, Bobby Boaz and Jerre
Pigue who played in the band.
Mr. and MR. Paul Pickering
of Jackson, Tenn., spent Sunday with his mother, Mrs. R. E.
Pickering on Eddings strete.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Crocker ,
and children spent Tuesday in
Memphis attending the Cotton '
Carnival.
1,
Newton Jackson,
Route
Crutchfield, was admitted to the ,
Jackson Ylospital, Clinton, last '
Tuesday. May 3, for observation
and treatment. He was dismisse,i
last Wednesday.
Mrs. Charlie W. Burrow, who
has been a patient in the Fulton
Hospital has been dismissed anl
is slowly improving at her home
on Jefferson street.

FULTON, KENTUCKY

button need show
in the ear

r"—Inesday, May IR, 1140
:.:90 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Picture yourself with a
new Phantomoklon your
Beltone Hearing Aid. You're poised
and relaxed even in group conversation. And no one need know you're
wearing a hearing aid!
See this newest hearing
improvement. Drop in
as the office today. Or,
mail coupon for valuable
free booklet.

A Beautiful

"TAPPAN"
RANitif
WM be Cliveri MINE

FREE

feetko•w.0.0.4,Ac
Ono -LW. *owls* Aka

Box

Sponsored by

0. A. ROLAND
727,

PADUCAH, HY.

Bellew/ Hearing Service
Box 727. Paducah, Hy.

I

LiZ1510:0444- I

Wen* Gas Comilany
Of Fulton
Tuition, rioninellir
/S.M/AL•4r,

•

Phone 980

';1

